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Take charge to make change

-

Clemson's drinking culture is questioned in the aftermath of two alcohol-related student deaths.
MARY MATTOX
STAFF WRITER

Students have recently become
outraged with the alcohol culture in
Clemson and are taking the steps to
make a difference.
A Creative Inquiry team, which is
comprised of seven students, is working
to address the severity of alcohol
consumption and how students need
to take responsibility for themselves and
their peers. The students involved in the
Creative Inquiry are Brittany Fennell,
Janelli Saavedra, Monica Laux, Janey
Tupper, Jeffrey Akom, Mary Matrox and
Jillyn Mayer.
"It's time for Clemson students to
take charge of their futures," said Monica
Laux, a senior secondary education
major. "We want to promote a shift in
the culture where responsible and safe
decisions come first. We want students
looking out for each other and knowing
when to intervene.
"We're all Clemson Tigers and don't
want to lose any more of our students to

something that is completely avoidable,"
she said.
There is currently a university
event being planned that will serve
to remember those that have passed
away and to send the message that the
drinking culture in this community is
unacceptable.
All students, faculty, staff and
community members are invited to
attend the CU Taking Charge Rally will
occur on Thursday, Dec. 8, from 2-3
p.m. in the amphitheater on campus.
All students are strongly encouraged to
attend the event, as it resonates with the
entire student body.
"I am hoping that this 'rally' of
students, faculty and community is going
to be the start of a great intervention
starting in Clemson's community," said
Brittany Fennell, a senior health science
major. "This is not an issue that will be
fixed overnight but this is something that
as a community, we can come together
and combat. I personally am making
a pledge and reevaluating my actions
to make sure that I am portraying the

right attitude and actions to the subject
at hand."
At the event, President Barker and
other speakers will address the drinking
culture of this community and how it
affects all students.
There will also be students speaking
that have personally been affected by the
death of a fellow student, and a mother
of a student that passed away will speak.
The event will hold a moment of
silence in memory of the students who
have passed and will encourage others to
acknowledge the issue that faces current
and future Clemson students.
The Creative Inquiry team has three
main points they want to communicate:
for students to take responsibility for
themselves and their peers; for students
to know when and how to intervene
in dangerous alcohol situations; and for
students to acknowledge that the alcohol
culture in Clemson is unacceptable. The
creative inquiry team is also planning a
CU Taking Charge Forum for Monday,
Dec. 5 from 5:30-6 p.m. in Hendrix
Ballroom A. The forum will allow

-

The Taking Charge Forum will address alchohol-related issues in the community.
Clemson students to discuss the alcohol
culture and how they can work together
to change it. All students are invited to
come and can contact Janeili Saavedra at
jsaaved@g.clemson.edu with questions.
Furthermore, the Creative Inquiry

team requests that students, faculty
and staff follow @CUTakingCharge
on Twitter. The social media site is being
used as an avenue to create discussion
and increase awareness involving
alcohol use.

Helpful holiday health tips
Holiday weight gain can be combated by following a few simple rules to avoid overeating over break.
JESSICA WESSON
STAFF WRITER

It is an inevitable fact that around the
holidays we are going to consume more
calories than usual; yet a common problem
, people face is how they can avoid packing on
the pounds during this time. There is no need
to tall into the trap of gaining weight around
the holidays and then frantically trying to lose
it in the spring — there are several tips people
can follow to avoid this vicious cycle.
while at a holiday party where several
* desserts are served, people often overeat and
are then unable to recall all that they have
eaten. This is a very easy way to gain weight,
hut there is a simple way to avoid it: write
down everything that you put into your
mouth.
Doing so will allow you to see your
* weaknesses and gauge how much you are
actually consuming. Another helpful tip is
bringing a healthy dish that you can eat ample
, am°unts of, and just sample the other less
healthy dishes.
Eating before going out to a holiday party
seem to defeat part of the purpose of
§0|ng, but can counteract overeating. Most
mav

parties are usually overflowing with unhealthy
dips, appetizers and desserts, which are loaded
with empty caloties. Filling up on a healthy
and protein packed meal beforehand means
you are less likely to consume excess calories
at festivities. If you do choose to eat at a party,
a tip to avoid overeating is to place food items
on a plate — this way you can gauge how
much you are actually consuming instead of
just repeatedly shoving food in your mouth.
During the holiday season many people
turn to the couch to cuddle up and stay
warm inside and tend to ignore the usually
scheduled workout regimens.
Working out is a major brain boosting,
endorphin releasing and calorie burning
activity, and because people are more likely to
consume calories during the holiday season,
burning extra calories is an extremely helpful
way to avoid weight gain. If you already work
out, you can add a few extra workouts into
your week's regimen so you can enjoy your
holiday favorites without it catching up with

Although holiday parties tend to involve unhealthy food, there are ways to avoid overeating.

you.
Even if you eat enough to feed Santa
and all his reindeer, don't starve yourself to
make up for it. Deprivation will set you up
to overeat again. You should eat a high fiber

breakfast (oatmeal is a great one), drink lots
of water, and work out to get your blood
moving. Also try to steer clear of salty foods
to avoid bloating at this time.
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It doesn't have to be another holiday
season of weight gain. Following these simple
tips can help everyone be on the right foot
come spring.
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On RODERT COOK [R.[.| EDWARDS
At the First Friday pep rally before the 78 football season, R.C. and I had
a live goldfish eating contest. R.C. went first because I wasn't going to do it
if he didn't. He quickly had a couple down without even flinching, and I only
managed to get two down before quitting. He blew me out of the water And
that was R.C. in a nutshell.

f

He always wanted to participate with the students; he always wanted
to be part of it. And that's why everybody loved him. The students loved him
because here he was, part of Clemson and involved in getting everyone
excited about football games. He led the First Friday Parade, went down and
stayed at the entire pep rally, and was actively involved in it by eating live
goldfish. Now how many other presidents of a university would do that?
That's why people loved R.C. and MoonPie.
Zack Mills served as The Tiger mascot from 197B-19B0.

GEORGE BEORETT
00 BOB BRADLEY
*

.

The first time I met Bob Bradley was in 1964.1 was the in the cadet corps; I was the regiment PID [public information
officer], and it was my responsibility to gather little sentences about people who went to our summer camp and what
they did there. They were all rising seniors. Bob at this time was the head of the news bureau, so he and I worked
together We had a great relationship and hit it off immediately. That started a friendship that lasted until he died about ID
years ago. He was a wonderful person, a great mentor for everyone and just an outstanding Clemson man. I was the
head cheerleader and he and his wife, Louis, were newly married. When they came to the games, they sat right in front
of where I did my cheers. I struck up a friendship with both of them my senior year, and when Nancy and I got married
and returned to Clemson in 1967, we picked up our friendship again. Bob was a dedicated person who loved Clemson.
He was fair, honest and never played favorites with the newspapers. When he sent out a story, all the newspapers got
f*

the story. He was very honest and never gave out information to one paper before another He was a ghostwriter for
Frank Howard, and he tried to keep Coach Howard as honest as possible with the things he said in the paper He was a

wm

wonderful person, and we really lost a great individual when he died. He's in the Ring of Honor because he did so much
for Clemson in his time here.
We have something next to everyone's name in the Ring. Frank [Howard] wore his hat, Banks [McFadden] wore the
leather helmet, Fred Cone wore a helmet that didn't have a tiger paw on it, and all the other guys had the helmet with the
paw on it. Bob never knew how to use a computer, but he could type faster with two fingers than anyone around. So
when you look in the stadium, you will see a typewriter next to his name. (I told that story to a bunch of school kids, and
they wanted to know what a typewriter was.)
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GEORGE BEnnETT
On ROBERT "RED" RITCHIE
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We called him the 'Bullhog." The class he taught called him "Bullhog Ritchie." He was an NCAA faculty rep for years

m

and years - a very tough individual. Professor Richie took over after that. He and Dr Edwards and their wives attended
all of our away games together He was a tough professor, and the guys who took his class in animal husbandry just
worshipped the ground he walked on. He was a very famous and caring person here in the state. If someone had a new

,s;<C

herd of cattle, he went out there and told them which ones were good or bad. He really made a name for himself in his
chosen field, but there was none better than him in the field of athletics.

TREAT MLEO
00 RODERT COOK [R.E.I EDWARDS
In 2006,1 had been working on the book ("Clemson - There's Something in These Hills"] for about a year and a half,
and I had interviewed Dr Edwards three or four times already. I was working on the front inside cover of the book and
had a section written, and I wanted his approval. He talked me into changing some things on the front part, basically
taking his name out of it, because I was talking about "People like Dr Edwards" and he said, "Just use 'Clemson people.
You don't need that." So we were sitting at his kitchen table, and when I got up to leave, I borrowed one of his cheap big
click-pens — the cheapest pens known to man — and I stuck it behind my ear like always. Dr Edwards was 92 years old
at the time and really struggled to get out of his chair; it took him three tries of pushing with his arms and standing up
until he finally got up and walked me to the door I said goodbye and when I reached my car, I realized that I had his pen

GEORGE BE00ETT
BO EDEOOEl RICK RODDIOS

behind my ear I didn't want to go back in and make him get back out of his chair so I decided not to worry about it and
drove back to the shop (Allen's Creations). Now it was probably the hottest day of the year probably lDl degrees, and the

He was the one-man Vickery Hall. His office was in the corner of the top

shop was roughly a quarter-mile from his house. About five minutes later, Dr Edwards showed up and said, "I thought we

floor of Fike Fieldhouse. If somebody went in there and hadn't done what they

were buddies. Did you get my pen?" I acted like I hadn't noticed it and checked the car and sure enough it was there. He

were supposed to have done, you could hear him all over the building. He had a

had gotten in his car at 92 years of age, cranked that monster vehicle of his that probably used 53 worth of gas to come

sign in his office that said, "Even though I walk through the valley of the shadow

get his 29-cent pen. But that's just the way he was; he was a child of the Depression, and he kept up with everything.

of death, I will fear no evil, for I am the meanest son of a b»tch in the world."
We have, what, 30-40 people working in Vickery Hall nowadays? He did it all by
himself. He was a great man. I have a double standard in life. I can listen to him
and General Patton say cuss words that somebody else would say and not be
offended. Coming from someone like Patton or Robbins, it just came natural

GEORGE DE00ETT
00 FRA0K HOWARD
Dther than Thomas Green Clemson, Coach Howard did more for this
university than anybody. Back in the day, we didn't have any TV stations, radio
stations or newspapers here, and he got out and sold Clemson. He went all
around the Carolinas and the Southeast and talked up Clemson. Sometimes
you had to censor the things he was saying, but he did a wonderful job of going
around and selling the Clemson story. What he did for us in athletics and in
football in particular is immeasurable. He really gave us a name that in those
days would have been hard to get coming from somebody else. He was the
best embellisher of stories of anyone I've ever been around. He could talk about
an event that you'd been an eyewitness to, and you'd think, "I saw what he was
talking about, but I don't remember anything he's saying.'' He could embellish it
better than anybody. And he'd always embellish it to help himself out.

GEORGE BEnnETT
00 WAITER T. [OH
He was my mentor The first time I met him, my dad owned a service station in Columbia, and in 1947. he and Bob
Jones came through on their way to Banks McFadden's wedding down in Summerton, S.C. Back in those days, no one
had new tires, and they had about 3-4 blowouts from Clemson to Columbia. They stopped at my dad's station and took
the tires off my uncle's car to get to the wedding. The next time I can remember seeing Dean Cox, I was a freshman and
had just gotten my hair cut. He had just been appointed the assistant to the president. He greeted my dad and me as we
were walking into Tillman Hall and said, "George, you're going to have a great career" Dean Cox and I really hit it off during
my time at Clemson. He was my mentor When I was a student, I was always free to go see him. He was a friend of the
students. He always looked after them. In my mind, he's the only dean thatTwe've ever had here. There have been a lot of
people called "deans," but he is the dean of all deans as far as Clemson is concerned.
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Battle for
blood

Clemson looks to move forward on important issues.

Clemson and USC compete to save lives.

STEVEN COX

Campus Life
Already this semester, campus life has
been very alive. We have many projects
that we are currently working on and
a few on the horizon that we are just
beginning to discuss.
A project currendy under way is
extending the serving time for Clemson
dining halls. All dining halls are open
until at least 8 p.m. but they stop serving
food almost 30 minutes before they close,
so people running late are not able to
eat quality food because the stations are
cleaned up. Campus life member David
Rodriguez is currendy meeting with
dining services to get this worked out
Campus Life also deals with
residences on campus. Current projects
dealing with residence halls include
improving the small weight rooms
located in Clemson House, Lightsey and
Byrnes Hall. Anna Merryman and Jayme
Looper are discussing ideas with Clemson
Computing and Information Technology
(CCIT) and University Housing to get
Pharos printers installed in the common
areas of most dorm rooms. This would
save students a trip to the library or any
other computer lab on campus.
Jayme Looper is in the process of
setting up the Student Housing Advisory
Board. The last big Campus Life project
underway is the setting up and running
of the off-campus housing fair, which is
coming up in January. Dates are to be
determined but will be announced soon.
As one can see Campus Life has been
hard at work trying to make Clemson
University's campus residence happier.
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Senate committees
discuss projects
CUSG PUBLIC RELATIONS DIRECTOR

1*
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Health and Human Services
This semester in the Health and
Human Services Committee, we have
worked with Redfem to put on an open
house to highlight some of Redfern's new
services as well as to help students get
more comfortable meeting with their
doctors, nurses and other staff We have
also worked with the campus police to
organize the Campus Safety Walk, an
event where groups of students are paired
with a police officer and assigned a zone
on campus to inspect for safety features
such as call boxes, lights and potential
safety issues. In addition to identifying
a number of safety concerns in many
areas of campus, this event was a great
opportunity for students to meet campus
police officers in a casual environment.
As of now we are working to
compile the results of the Safety Walk
in order to present them to students.
We are also investigating undergraduate
student interest in extending the graduate
student health insurance program to
undergraduate students.
In addition, we have committee
members working with Think Ahead
in giving presentations and passing
out pizzas and informational cards
downtown, working to get more AEDs
installed on campus and working with the
campus police to set up a baseball tailgate
in the spring to help students get to know
them on an informal basis and to answer
questions. We are also beginning work

soon on reviewing and possibly changing
allow for easier interpretation of the rules
the absentee policy for students.
and a more even campaign season for the
University Services
candidates.
The University Services committee
IV. Senate Constituency reports
is comprised of Drew Casella, Carrie
are being updated to allow for easier
Eisengrein, Caroline Barbee, Emily
distribution and response collections.
Barrett, Perry Austin, Hunter Jackson,
V. The Legislative Handbook
Katie Ott, Michael Campbell and Alex
is being updated with the current
Mclnerny. Their main project right now
Undergraduate Attorney General in order
is the m.Clemson mobile app. This
to align the guidelines with the current
mobile app can now be downloaded to
administration.
any iPhone or Android cell phone and
VI. The Alcohol Safety Task Force bill
has a lot of different features including was recendy passed; headed by President
athletics, maps, safety, iTunesU and many
Carlisle Kennedy, the main focus of this
more. This committee also has started a
task force will be targeting drinking and
project with the communication studies
driving on Clemson's campus.
department in an attempt to develop a
new commercial for Clemson University.
Academic Affairs
This commercial has received a lot of
Presendy, the Academic Affairs
attention lately, and hopefully will be able
Committee is working on multiple
to utilize the creativity that many students
projects as well as sitting on Academic
here at Clemson possess. Another exciting
committees around Clemson. Logan
project that was completed when students
Roof chairperson of Academic Affairs,
arrived on campus this semester was the
is presendy reviewing the applications
five new Pharos Remote Printers that
for the Honors College Student Advisory
were distributed around campus. The
Board. She will be chairing the board
students asked for these new printers,
as well as making sure that the board
and now one can be found in almost
has a diverse group of members that
every major building on campus. The
will begin working on projects within
next project being worked on is the
the honors college. She has also been
Michelin Career Center Blitz that will be
focused on improving PR for the
happening at the end of the semester in
ePortfolio. After many technical changes,
an attempt to get students to realize the
the administration would like to promote
different options that the Michelin Career
a positive relationship between students,
Center has to offer.
faculty and the ePortoflio. Roof, along
Students from this committee will
with Ashton Lee, will help to encourage
be set up in Hendrix or the library and
an easier way of engaging student and
will be handing out fryers explaining
faculty participation.
the different services students of any age
Logan and Lee have also begun
can get. All of these services are free working on revising Academic Grievance
for students and can really help one
in order to help students and faculty have
get a job or internship. From mobile
a clearer view of what the procedures
apps to commercials to Career Center
and timelines for this process are. Lee
Blitzes, University Services committee has
has also been working on revising and
had their hands full of projects — but
improving mini-mesters. After she had
any more ideas are welcome and can be
the opportunity to take a class during
emailed to Drew Casella at acasell@g.
a mini-mester, she had first-hand
clemson.edu.
experience in some of the problems with
this program, so she has been assisting
Finance and Procedures
in advising which classes are ideal for
The Finance and Procedures
these shorter semester classes and which
Committee has been working on the
ones would work best for both students
following issues this semester
and the faculty members involved. Kevin
Senate Handbook Updates
Cooke has taken on participating in the
Funding Board Hearings
interviewing process for the new Director
Elections Regulations Updates
of Online Classes.
Constituency report updates
Lasdy, Academic Affairs has been
Legislative/ Supreme Court
involved in new policies that are
Handbook Updates
arising and making sure that student
Alcohol Safety Task Force
opinion is being taken into account.
Appointments
For example, Academic Affairs recendy
I. The Senate Handbook has been
wrote a resolution regarding the new
updated to allow for consistency between
Course Substitution Policy and had
the Student Body Handbook and the
one member sit on the committee who
Senate Handbook. Recent improvements
wrote the proposed policy. Also, the Peer
have been made with respect to legislation
Mentorship Programs are progressing and
guidelines.
will be beginning to be presented to the
II. The Finance and Procedures
colleges that have a functioning Student
(F&P) Committee Chair has a voting role
Advisory Board. There are still many
in the Funding Board hearings, which
other projects that are in the initial phases,
are held bi-weekly. Student organizations
like the Alumnae Mentorship Program,
are given the chance to apply for Student
Blackboard certification for professors
Activity Fee funding by appearing before
and online class improvements.
the board and presenting a financial
breakdown of their intended expenses.
Traffic and Parking
III. F&P has been working with
Have you ever wondered who
the Elections Director and Elections
worked to improve university parking
Committee to establish guidelines for
the upcoming election season. This will
see SENATE page A6
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KRISTIN BENDER
STAFF WRITER

BRADY BROWN
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

Now in its 27th year, the
Clemson University vs. University of
South Carolina annual blood drive
has become a staple of the rivalry
between the schools.
The drive got its start back in
1985 and has been going strong
since. Historically, Clemson has
the upper hand with 14 victories as
opposed to 13 for USC. This year
South Carolina edged out the Tigers
with a unit count of 4,079 (over a
solid 3,041 units from Clemson),
for a total of 8,022 units of blood
between the two schools. On both
campuses, the drive took place from
Nov. 14-18. The winner was officially
announced at last Saturday's football
game and received the much soughtafter trophy.
Although the rivalry may be
fierce, there's most definitely no loser
when it comes to this laudable cause.
The event occurs annually the
week leading up to the ClemsonCarolina football game, purposely
falling near the holiday season which
tends to be a time that people have
trouble giving much-needed blood
donations. It's estimated that over the
27 years this blood drive competition
has taken place, more than 180,000
lives have been saved.
The Gamma Lambda chapter
of the service fraternity Alpha
Phi Omega has hosted the drive
in Clemson over the years while
concurrendy the American Red

Df
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Cross has hosted it at South Carolina
As is tradition, participants received a
complimentary T-shirt along with some
other giveaways as well as the knowledge
that they helped save lives — around
three per pint.
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Sophomore Andrew Bloch explained
why he felt the obligation to participate
in the drive. "Well, to me it just seemed
like the right thing to do," he said.
"One of my friends told me a personal
story about someone in his life who had
trouble getting blood when she really
needed it. To me it just seemed right."
Another friendly and meaningful
competition between USC and Clemson
is the Donate Life Duel, which is "an
annual competition between Clemson
and the University of South Carolina to
see which school can add more people
to the donor registry before the football
game," said Maggie Perry, who is in
charge of marketing for the competition.
The duel is cosponsored by Donate
Life South Carolina and LifePoint and
promotes the donation of eyes, tissue
and organs for transplantation. Donate
Life additionally provides rriinimal care
for these transplant patients as well as
maintains the South Carolina Donor
Registry.
Donate Life South Carolina and
LifePoint announced that the 2011
Donate Life Duel signed up more than
850 organ, tissue and eye donors in
this year's competition. Fans of the
Clemson Tigers won the Duel for the
third straight time and this year had
their largest margin of victory yet. More
than 600 registrants separated the Tiger
fans from the Gamecock fans. The 2011
Donate Life Duel began on Oct. 1 and
concluded on Friday, Nov. 25.
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Blood donation trailers were set up at various spots around campus

More than 8,000 units of blood were collected between Clemson and USC
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Tigri Scientific a: Gamers Advance Scientific Knowledge
DANIELLE TOM
STAFF WRITER

Most of us have a favorite
mindless video game — some farm
digital crops on Facebook, others
shoot mad birds with a slingshot.
What if we could turn those hours
and hours of screen time into
something of good use?
Within a two-week span during
September 2011, gamers have solved
problems in the biological and
astronomical fields.
Players of a protein-folding
game developed by researchers at
the University of Washington called
"Foldit" generated a number of
possible molecular models for an
enzyme that retroviruses like HIV
use to replicate themselves. Players
of a game called "Planet Hunters,"
developed by Yale and collaborators,
discovered two new planet candidates
outside our solar system.
Both of these games use crowd
sourcing: a large group of people
performs tasks and solves problems
traditionally done by a single person.
A large part of scientific research
is trying to piece together how
things work, whether in terms of
mechanisms of action or threedimensional structures. "Foldit"
allows players to manipulate the 3-D
structure of a protein for points
when they get an ideal structure. The
program constantly updates with new
puzzles based on protein structures,
and players can work alone or share
ideas in groups.

As described in the September
issue of Nature and Structural
Molecular Biology, "Foldit" players
discovered molecular models for
a retroviral protease (what viruses
like HIV use for replication), whose
structures had eluded scientists for
years. Researchers at the University
of Washington asked a group of
"Foldit" players to submit models to
the Critical Assessment of Techniques
for Protein Structure Prediction,
which is an experiment that takes
place every two years.
In this experiment, the amino
acid sequence of a protein is posted
and teams must find the closest
match to a protein's native structure
— its natural working state.
The "Foldit" team Void Crushers
correctly found a near-native model
of the protease, but also improved it
with some structural modifications.
The models discovered allowed
researchers to determine the crystal
structure of the protein.
Now that scientists know the
structure, the new model makes
finding potential cures to retroviral
diseases likes AIDS a possibility.
"Planet Hunters" is a collaboration
between Yale and Zooniverse, a
developer of amateur-based science
projects. "Planet Hunters" allows
players to sift through data collected
by
the
Kepler space telescope,
monitoring shifts in brightness of
stars. When dips in light occur, a
planet is passing between the star and
our field of vision."
"Planet Hunters"
involved
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Though video games may seem like a mindless hobby to some, they are now beginning to aid in scientific research.
40,000 players poring over data
from the Kepler space telescope.
Users viewed light curves, indicating
whether it was a "variable" or a
"quiet," and marked interesting
features.
"Planet Hunters" also allowed
users to discuss the data with other
citizen scientists in a forum, where
similar curves were grouped in
discussion threads.
After 4 million games, 69 planet
candidates were identified. Two of

the planet candidates were described
in a paper in the September issue
of Monthly Notices of the Royal
Astronomical Society. The "Planet
Hunters" players involved in their
discovery were identified as coauthors
of the paper.
Despite
the
computational
power available today, both research
groups used crowd sourcing as a
tool, citing the ability of humans to
detect patterns more .intuitively than
a computer program. In the future,

games like these could make research
more accessible to people who may
not have a background in a specific
topic.
Students who would like to
conduct research from their laptops
can download "Foldit" at fold.it/
portal/ or play "Planet Hunters" at
www.planethunters.org.
So keep in mind that you don't
have to be a Ph.D. to advance
scientific knowledge — you may just
have to play some video games.
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University services improves
studentlTfe at Clemson

SENATE from page A4

Senate subcommittee is responsible for most commerical student services.
i
CAROLINE BARBEE
STAFF WRITER

In Clemson's Undergraduate
Student Senate, senators who
serve on the univeristy services
committee
have
the
unique
privilege of having their hands
in a vast array of projects all over
campus.
According to the student enate
handbook, the university services
committee is responsible for all
commercial student services except
for housing and dining (which
are two of the primary focuses of
the campus life committee). These
"commercial student services"
include everything from Clemson's
agriculture product sales, like
farmers markets, the University
Bookstore, Tigerl Card Services
and TigerStripe, the Michelin
Career Center, Creative Services,
and the Clemson University Post
Office.
University services also works
closely with Clemson Computing
and
Information
Technology
(CCIT) Facilities to ensure that
students' needs are being met in
every project and development.
As long as the department or
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project doesn't fall directly under
one of the Undergraduate Student
Senate's other committees —
academic affairs, athletics, campus
life, health and human services,
traffic and parking, or finance and
procedures — it can typically be
accessed by the university services
committee.
As a result, university services
is constantly involved with a
multitude of large projects, as
well as small, quirky things from
turning
on the reflection pond
fountains
again two years ago
(done singlehandedly by Senator
Kevin Cooke) to fixing the spelling
in the alma mater mural in the
University Bookstore.
Other current projects include
working with the bookstore on
their book buyback policies,
supporting
the
development
of the m.Clemson smart phone
application and aiding the Career
Center in their upcoming Career
Center Blitz.
This semester, Senator Carrie
Eisengrein of the University
Services Committee has been
working to renovate the second
floor of Hendrix into a student
friendly lounge. She recently

reached out to both undergraduate
and graduate students to survey
what they wanted to see most out
of the space. Her results returned
with 82 percent ofr^'students
wanting a "lounge-type hang-out
space on campus" complete with
comfortable sofas, televisions and
food.
One
graduate
student
responded that he envisioned a
"balance of spaces where students
can gather together to work on
projects or have lunch (larger
tables), hang out and work [...]
(smaller tables or surfaces of
appropriate height), or sit and relax
while enjoying time with friends."
Eisengrein
compiled
this
feedback and has created a design
plan complete with living room
style couches patterned to match
the new renovations in the East
Side Food Court, a massive
projector screen modeled after
the one in the Dallas Cowboys
Stadium that will replace the
existing mural and smaller tables
and bars for individual workspace.
In addition, Einstein's will be open
later to provide coffee and food for
students using the space. The final
project should be constructed and

completed over Spring Break.
University services is also heavily
involved with CCIT. Historically,
the committee was intricately
involved in ensuring that students'
needs were recognized in the
establishment of the new printing
system and quotas and has been
the student voice in advocating for
better laptop support and Google
services. Currently, the committee
is working with CCIT to reevaluate
the Information Technology (IT)
Fee that all students pay.
An initiative to allow senior
level Economics students to assess
a cost/benefit analysis of the fee is
in the works; this effort would help
evaluate the fee as part of CCIT's
budget for student services.
Although all of the committees
on the Undergraduate Student
Senate are deeply involved in vital
aspects of Clemson University,
university services enjoys a certain
freedom that allows exploration,
initiative and creativity in projects
both big and small. Students who
have any projects, issues or ideas
that are related to the university
service committee can contact
Drew Casella (acasell@g.clemson.
edu) to see how CUSG can help.

or the CAT bus route? CUSG Senate's
..iI«^c»aad'-Parking»«Comrnittee is A
go-to committee for transportation issues
and is currendy working on numerous
development projects to improve Clemson
University. One such project was recently
approved by Board of Trustees: to build
a pedestrian bridge on Highway 93
next to Pviggs Field by expanding the
sidewalk and building an athletic plaza
Another project is working to replace the
antiquated and broken meters with multispace meters that allow payment in the
form of cash, credit and coins. The Traffic
and Parking Committee also works with
Clemson Area Transit (CAT) to evaluate
room for increased efficiency, decreased
headway times and a clear understandin<>
of the routes.
Athletics
The Athletics Committee is working
on improving spirit at athletic events,
especially at basketball games. With an
incredible football season coming to a
close, we are hoping to implement new
initiatives to translate the same spirit into
the basketball season. We plan to hold
a pep rally before one of the games,
hopefully the Duke game.
We will also have a "purple-out" at
one of the big games. Another plan to
get students excited about the season is
a basketball tournament held at Fike.
Athletics has also decided to remodel
Edgar in the Student Union. We had
planned to turn the area into a "coffee
underground" type space. New ideas have
been raised — possibly even a sports bar.
Plans will be finalized and remodeling will
begin this coming Spring semester.
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Classifications

100 Help Wanted
200 For Sale
250 Automotive
300 For Rent
350 Roommates
400 Services
450 Retail

500 On Campus
550 Events
600 Greek Life
700 Lost & Found
800 Misc
850 Travel
900 Personals

100 HELP WANTED

•

Earn $50-$65 by participating in an
insurance research study. Contact DSG
Associates, Inc. A+ rating with BBB and
member of MSPA. Sign up online at
www.dsgai.com or call 800-462-8765.
Free to sign up!

Looking for a job spring semester? SI
Leaders are needed for the following
courses:
ACCT 201 & 202, BIOSC 223,
M E 201, MTHSC 108, MTHSC 207
Minimum requirements include 3.3
GPR, A in the course taken at Clemson,
and faculty recommendation. For
more information and to complete an
application, see http://www.clernson.edu/
asc/si/leader.html.

300

Office Telephone Hours

FOR RENT

Spring 2012 Female Sublease. Furnished
4 bed/4 bath. Berkeley. mmarkwa@
demson.edu.

How to Place a Classified Ad

Monday - Friday

By Phone: (864) 656-2167

9 a.m. -4:30 p.m.

By Fax: (864) 656-4772

Office Address
315 Hendrix Center
Clemson, S.C. 29634

Deadline
3 p.m. Tuesday

By Email: classified@thetigernews.com
In Person: 315 Hendrix Center

Classified Ad Rates

Payment Methods

Students:

50 cents/word

Other:

$1.00/word

Cash, Check

(864) 656-2167 • classified@TheTigerNews.com

Subleaser for Spring 2012 needed for a
sweet house downtown. Within walking
distance of campus, CookOut, and the
post office. Also across the street from the
lake! Contact mjahn@demson.edu.

University Village: 1-Bedroom, Five
month (Jan-May) lease, $425 indudes
water, cable, wirdess and power — call
or text 843-830-4325.

4 BR/2 Bath
Fully furnished condo University Place
Apartments near campus. New carpet
and paint, appliances, washer and dryer;
rent is $950 total per month; available

SPRING 2012 SUBLEASE : Furnished
bedroom for rent in 2BR/2Bath
Apartment at The Reserve at Clemson,
$480 a month w/ utilities induded (cable,
water, internet, etc), call/text (843)3642742 or email eelane@demson.edu.

PUB & GRILL
Est. 1992

Jan. 1; Call 770-331-2775.

CC1 2 bedroom 2 bath furnished apt
for rent available 12/5. $950/month.
Walk to campus, covered parking.
843-209 8229 Greg.

Female subleaser needed. One bedroom
available at Pointe at Berkeley for Spring
2012 and into the summer if needed.
Indudes personal bathroom and and a
doset, along with a fully-furnished living
room, bedroom, and kitchen. Rent is
$375/month plus dectricity. Which
ranges from $10-30/month. Bedroom
door locks with key.

850

TRAVEL

SPRING BREAK POKER CRUISE!
Royal Caribbean March 17-22 from
Tampa! Cash games and tournaments.
(727) 331-4335. anteupmagazine.com/

900

PERSONALS

Alex Stoker, are you ready to go on an
adventure with me? If so, your first due
is written on the back of the puzzle I
made you. See you soon!

Tuesday Lunch Special!

i*i
New Kitchen!
Open Monday - Friday
11:30 AM- 11PM

102 Earle Street
Downtown Clemson

864.653.7581

www.facebook.com/BackstreetsPub
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Is Black Friday
a dark day
7
£or America

What would you do to get a cheap
Xbox? Would you spend hours waiting in
line? Would you spend Thanksgiving night in a
Walmart? Would you battle through a mob of frenzied
shoppers? Would you pepper-spray someone?
One would like to think that everyone would answer in the
negative to at least the last of these questions, but an incident
in a Los Angeles Walmart on Black Friday suggests otherwise.
A woman is suspected of pepper-spraying 20 of her fellow
shoppers who were waiting to grab discounted Xbox game
consoles. She then made her purchases and exited the store
before police arrived, only to turn herself in later.
Sadly, this is not the first time Black Friday shopping has
led to violence or tragedy. In 2008, a Walmart employee was
trampled to death by a crowd of thousands of frantic shoppers in
Long Island, NY. Even when police arrived to help the victim,
the crowd continued to rush about, jostling and shoving the
officers. Is this acceptable? Can excitement over a great sale
justify violence or indifference to human life? Should we write
off such incidents as unfortunate but necessary side effects of an
otherwise terrific day?
We at The Tiger do not think so. These incidents point to

Matt Denney

Is shopping on Black Friday
worth it?

"No, not with online
shopping available.
I think they just like
going for the event."

an underlying problem with our attitude toward
consumerism that needs to be addressed. This is not
to say that we feel Black Friday should be banned
or that no one should get excited about a big sale,
but rather that we believe that we Americans should
alter the way we approach sales and shopping and
ensure that we do not lose sight of what is truly
important.
While shopping-related violence is obviously
undesirable, Black Friday does benefit our society
in several different ways. It serves an integral role
in driving our economy, as we need consumers
to purchase goods to keep our companies in
business, and Black Friday does nothing if not
encourage purchasing. According to the National
Retail Federation, stores and websites received 226
million shoppers over Black Friday weekend. The
average shopper spent $398.62 over the weekend,
leading to a total spending of approximately $52.4
billion. Clearly, Black Friday plays a major role in
keeping stores and, by extension, our economy afloat.
Naturally, consumers profit from having a healthy
economy, as a poor economy can leave them without
the resources to purchase the goods they need or
desire. However, shoppers benefit from Black Friday more
directly as well. In these tough economic times, the discounts
offered on Black Friday can take the sting off of purchases
people want or need to make. For those who disregard the
alluring sales on superfluous goods and only purchase the few
important items that they truly require, Black Friday can be a
major money saver.
Furthermore, Black Friday can be fun. For the people
who take pleasure in bargain hunting and make shopping into
something of a sport, Black Friday is an exciting way to get great
deals in a competitive environment. For those who do not thrive
on shopping and sale-hunting, camping out in front of a store can
allow for bonding with friends and family. Those of you who
have camped out with your buddies for football or basketball
tickets know that it can be quite an enjoyable — if not warm, dry
or comfortable — experience. Likewise, waiting in line for that
half-price TV provides a wonderful opportunity to spend quality
time with the people you care about and, if you are so inclined,
to meet some of your potentially interesting fellow shoppers.

Kristen Staudt

"No, because the long
lines and craziness
cause mass chaos."

Chris Davies

"I'm not a shopper,
but I wouldn't want
to risk being peppersprayed to save a
few dollars."

Unfortunately, the effects of Black Friday are not entirely
positive. When people start to take Black Friday shopping too
seriously, it becomes a weighty problem. We need to realize
when our shopping manners become unacceptable. As much as
we may want to buy that laptop at 70 percent off, our savings are
not worth another person's pain. If grabbing the item we have our
eye on requires pushing, stepping on, fighting or pepper-spraying
someone, we should let the item go. There will be more sales and
more opportunities to purchase the goods we want at low prices.
Indeed, the store might restock the goods we want later during
Black Friday weekend and sell them at the same sale price.
Even if we will not have another opportunity to get the items
we want at such appealing prices, we should not harm others
in an effort to obtain these goods. If we would act in a manner
that could hurt or kill another person to add to our material
possessions, then we are no better than the hired goons and hit
men who have been deemed criminals by our society. If you
would not accept an offer to beat someone up in exchange for a
DVD player, do not push or trample other shoppers in an effort
to grab some discount electronics.
Violence is not the only issue with Black Friday. This year,
Walmart opened its doors to Black Friday shoppers at 10 p.m. on
Thanksgiving, encroaching on an important holiday that preaches
a very different message from Black Friday. Thanksgiving is not
about coveting new products; as its name suggests, it is about
being thankful for what we already have. On Thanksgiving, we
should be content with what materials we currently possess and
focus on the freedoms and human relationships that are integral
to our happiness. When Black Friday starts on Thanksgiving
Day, we are encouraged to reallocate the time that we should
spend being grateful and satisfied towards longing for something
more, and that is a terrible shame.
So, to the businesses that are making Black Friday start on a
Thursday, please refrain. There is a time for big sales and frantic
shopping, but Thanksgiving Day is not it. To the consumers who
make Black Friday the biggest shopping day of the year, have
fun and find some bargains, but remember to never let your thirst
for sales overpower your compassion for your fellow shoppers.
Do not rum Black Friday into a day we should mourn.
The opinions expressed in the above editorial are written by the
opinions editor and represent the majority opinion of The Tiger
editorial board. In representing the majority view, the staff editorials
may not represent the individual view of any particular member.

Conner Mendenhall

"Yes, it is good for
the economy to boost
consumer spending."

Eric Kooper

"For me personally,
no, but I think
it's good for the
economy."

Want to share your
opinion? Just select
the QR code with
your smartphone or
QR code reader app to
take you to The Tiger
Opinions' Facebook
page. Type your
thoughts on the issue
this week and view
others' comments.
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Criticism and
Compassion
Columnitt
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Everyone's a critic, or so the line goes.
While I think it is good for each person
to make choices as an individual, there
is no place for being unnecessarily critical of
others. Sadly, whether due to pride, insecurity or
something else, many people are more likely to
express a negative opinion than a positive one.
Criticism is everywhere in our culture.
Watch the GOP presidential debates, in which
praise for anyone but Ronald Reagan is unlikely
to be found amid the repeated criticism of our
current president. The only real result of the
Super Committee's meetings was a steady stream
of reasons why the other side was the problem.
I acknowledge that criticism has its place, but
as with most things, overuse is harmful. I first
noticed the problem of hyper-criticism when I
was younger; my mother told me I was not to
speak until I had something complimentary to say.
I remained quiet, busy filtering every word that
I would have otherwise uttered. What I did not
realize then was that this issue is more important
than pleasing one's mother. The issue goes well
beyond even the pleasantness of your company.
I have the great fortune to have had the same
best friend my entire life. Growing up, he and
I were a study in opposites in many respects,
including our speech. I was always the critical
one who made fun of everything I saw, probably
because my pride demanded that I demean others.
He was always genuine, never sarcastic and very
encouraging of others because he spoke out of a
humble heart. His life has led me to understand
something about criticism that lurks beneath the
surface: It builds barriers to being compassionate.
Think of a friend of yours who is often critical
of others (or imagine a hypothetical person if
you are so lucky as to not know any critical
people). This person may not even be aware of
the negative effects of his critical attitude. During
the holidays, picture him seeing someone guiltily

dropping a buck into the Salvation Army bucket.
He might say to himself, "I bet that guy thinks
that's his good deed for the year. What kind of
giving is that?" Or finding no one to criticize
before going in the store, he is critical of the way
he feels the cashier is pushing him to donate a
dollar to another cause at the cash register. He uses
this perceived slight as an excuse for declining.
Without even being aware of it, his critical
nature has made it difficult for him to have
compassion for those who are suffering because
he is too busy focusing on what is wrong. Were
he to have skipped the mental "Where's Waldo?"
search for others' faults, he might have thought
about the recipients of those charities. He may
have had compassion for someone who has
struggled more with the recession. He may have
had empathy for a child whose mom is in jail and
who will spend Christmas with neither present nor
parent.
While compassion is not the direct opposite
of criticism, the two rarely coexist. Replacing
criticism with compassion is a difficult road, as
most habits are difficult to break, but the holidays
are the perfect time to begin. Next time you see
a Salvation Army bell-ringer, think about what it
would be like to have to rely on the generosity of
others. When you pass the Angel Tree on the way
out of the library, consider how a five year-old
feels on Christmas when her parents are not home.
If you see a collection box for Toys for Tots, think
about parents who cannot afford to give their
children any toys for Christmas.
Whether you have the resources to give or
not, it is the responsibility of every human being
to have compassion for their fellow human beings.
This will look different for each individual, but the
attitude should be the same. This holiday season,
I am looking to make strides in compassion, but
not just for this season. Join me in my effort to
replace criticism with compassion — not just for
the holidays, but for a lifetime.
is a graduate student in business
administration. Email comments to letters®
thetigernews.com.
JOHN SCHOOLER
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BRETT MILLS

Editor in Chief
During my time as editor-in-chief, I have often been told that my job is a thankless
one. Generally, people only notice the editor for one of two reasons: one, they catch
a silly typo, or two, something in the paper's content offended them. While there is
certainly some truth to that (as evidenced by the numerous e-letter bombs littering my
inbox), I disagree with the notion that my job is entirely thankless. At the very least, my
name is printed in the paper every issue, and I get to enjoy the great privilege of boring
you to tears with my incessant pontificating in this weekly column.
Furthermore, there exists within Clemson student media a far more thankless job
than mine — that of the student media advisor. The tide really does not do it justice,
because merely "advising" the six media groups on campus is just the tip of the
iceberg for this position's responsibilities. Simply put, the student media advisor is the
glue that holds the operation together, the one who not only handles such miserable
responsibilities as payroll and FCC licensing agreements but also cleans up the various
messes made by us "dependable" editors and general managers. Naturally, whoever
holds this position instantly becomes our "best friend."
This week, though, that best friend is bidding farewell to Clemson University.
This week, we are saying goodbye to Patrick Neal, and we do so with heavy hearts.
For Patrick (or "Pat," as he is known to all those who make the third floor of Hendrix
their second home) is one of the best in the business. His journalistic experience and
knowledge of the newspaper business have been invaluable assets for me, and I will
certainly miss that. I will also miss his willingness to tackle the logistical nightmare that
is The Tiger's finances, and I will miss his innate ability to rectify my myriad blunders
and oversights before they ever became issues. Most of all, though, I will simply miss
Pat
Although he is a UGA fan, I will miss his appreciation for the great music scene
in my hometown of Athens, Ga. I will miss getting to tease him about his Georgia
hometown: the booming metropolis of Toccoa. I will miss the countless conversations
in which I had to resist the strong urge to make silly faces at him just to see if he could
stop staring at the ground long enough to notice. I will miss his endless supply of "Pat
Nealisms" — comments that could make me burst out laughing even when discussing
the most serious of topics. I will miss the numerous times he would lecture me like a
father about not taking proper care of myself right before he took the elevator down one
floor to smoke a cigarette. Never once did I see him take the stairs.
Those are the things I will always remember about Pat, the things that prevented me
from ever undervaluing his work as student media's advisor. Because of them, he was
never simply the bureaucratic "best friend" that we media types tend to joke about. He
always meant more than that. He was and is a true friend, and I will miss him dearly. All
of Clemson Student Media will.
So long, Pat. Thank you for everything you did at Clemson, and best of luck at N.C.
State. Dig it.
BRETT MILLS is a senior majoring in history and German. Email comments to letters®
thetigernews.com.

The Meaning of Christmas
TMVM/MRW

Columnist

A

With the end of the semester approaching, I had one
more opinion I wanted to share with you. We are now
approaching what I classify as the most wonderful time
of the year. I know it is hokey; I know it is cliche; I even know that
this phrase is a lyric out of a song, but for me it is accurate. And all
of this feeling is solely because of Christmas and what it has meant
for my life. Over recent years, as I have grown up and lost some of
my childhood innocence, I've tried to work out some of the meaning
of Christmas. If you will allow me, I would like to share what I think
Christmas means to everyone and what it means to me.
First of all, Christmas starts with Jesus Christ. The word
"Christmas" is a contraction of the words "Christ's Mass." The
holiday was created in the beginning to celebrate the birth of the
savior of the Christian faith. This is the point where a lot of you may
put down this paper, or flip the page because of the blatant religious
language, but I ask you not to do so. I am simply trying to lay out

the facts about this time of year we all love so much and why it has
become what it has. It all starts at the meaning of the holiday in the
name of the season.
Some might point out that Christmas is not the date of Jesus'
birth, and they are very likely right. Some people believed Christmas
was the right date of his birth, but others did not. Just like in the time
of Columbus, not everyone believed the world was flat. However,
just because it is not the accurate date (as far as I know), that gives
me no less reason to observe it on Christmas. The day is there to
celebrate the event, not merely to commemorate it.
Right here, let me say that I am happy for non-Christians to
celebrate Christmas. I know people who celebrate Christmas for
merely the way it makes them feel, for the presents, for the ability
to spend time with their family and with their friends. That group
included me for a large chunk of my life. I valued Christmas for all
the beautiful things we care about at Christmas that we do not seem
to care about for the rest of the year. Things like joy, charity, love,
friendship and, most of all, the common brotherhood of mankind.
These are things worth celebrating and make for a lovely holiday,
but I know I always wondered from where all of this came.
As I have grown up, I have lost some parts of Christmas 1 had

before. Santa Claus is now an old memory, a chuckle to warm my
days as I look fondly back on times when he was a bigger-thanlife figure, but no more. The pure happiness from waking up on
Christmas morning is diminished by realizing something better
but more somber Christmas is more than presents. But I trust and
believe that Christmas is as much for adults as it is for children.
Christmas is a time to notice the good in people as Scrooge's
nephew did in "A Christmas Carol" and a time for giving to others
as Ebenezer Scrooge himself did in the Dickens classic.
So as the title of this section says, this is my opinion and I do
not want anyone to believe that I would insist you agree with me.
Yet while this is an opinion piece, I believe some of the things I
mentioned are not a matter of opinion. Please celebrate this holiday
for the reasons you value, but I also humbly ask that you never deny
that Christmas is in part about the man whose name is in its title.
And to each of you, my fellow Tigers, my family, I wish you, with
all the meaning and love I hope you can tell I associate with this
phrase, a very merry Christmas!
is a junior majoring in electrical engineering.
Email comments to letters@thetigernews.com.
TREY MARTIN
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SENIOR STAFF
ELIZABETH "BRETT" MILLS

Editor in Chief
editor@thetigernews.com
(864) 656-2150
KATELYN WROBEL

Managing Editor
NICK ROTH

Columnist

I recently read a speech given by David
Foster Wallace to a class of college
graduates. In the speech, which I
found very moving, he warned them of the
monotony that life will soon have in store for
all of us — of the repetition that will ensue.
He cited daily traffic and grocery store visits.
Despite the wonders that are to come, there is
the over-and-overness to expect.
His advice concerned how to deal with
this daily monotony that can result in
unbelievable frustration — the white hot
rage when someone cuts you off or the lady
counting pennies is in front of you at the
grocery store. To paraphrase a literary genius
(akin to drawing the Mona Lisa in crayon), he
said the way to deal with this is to consider
the lives around us that are not us — the
grandmother who lost her husband and only
knows how to pay with her change or the
father rushing in his car to get to the hospital.
He said that if we can learn to stop being so
me-centric (my word, not his), then we can
fulfill those moments of our lives. It is really
one of those speeches that changes how you
look at things forever.
But I am sorry; there is some stuff I just
cannot deal with.
And there are three specific situations
over the past months that have overcooked
my grits and dynamically shifted my view
towards entire subsets of people.

First on my list: cyclists. Sorry. I know a
lot of people who ride bikes, and I like most
of them, but once they get on the bike they
are as bad as the rest of them.
They are the hybrids of society that get
to negotiate, unmolested, the space between
pedestrian and automobile. If there is a red
light, all of a sudden they are pedestrians
using the sidewalk. If there is a green
light, they get to back up traffic as if they
are oblivious to the consequences of their
actions. And they may be.
Worse, many decide to ride their bikes
through the populated areas along North
Green Clemson, the amphitheatre and even
Library Bridge. They snake slowly, edging
their wheels into the back of your knees
or coughing loudly when they want to get
through. I went to turn into Martin the other
day and knocked over a guy who was snaking
up next to me, silent and unobserved. I wish
I could say it was on purpose but, alas, it was
not. Regardless, I felt no sympathy for the kid
and barely broke stride walking into Martin.
When I say "barely broke stride," I mean I
apologized exhaustively and helped him up.
Number two on my list: skateboarders.
Long board, skateboard, I could not care less.
They are all roving marauders on wheels. I do
not know if I am invisible to these kids, but I
have been stricken by their rolling bodies on
two occasions, one a glancing blow and the
other a full-on strike. I am not a big kid, but
even so, when this hipster came flying around
the corner (they are not all hipsters mind you
— and I am friends with many skateboarders
— but once you get on that board, you are my
enemy) and flew into me, my feet won out

against his wheels and he took a nasty spill.
Again I walked on like nothing happened and
left him to fend for himself (I helped him
up).
And finally, to those who stand next to
me while I pee, talk to me while I pee or
both, please stop. I was in Brackett minding
my business, relieving my bladder after my
midmorning coffee (which always smells like
coffee) when a kid walks into the bathroom
and stands right next to me in the adjacent
urinal. Not only was there a urinal available
down the line, there were numerous stalls
that were also unoccupied and available for
urinary needs. He proceeded to exclaim,
"Effin' stage fright, right?" and then zip up
and walk away without urinating (stage fright
is when you have to pee but cannot for one
of many anxious reasons). Nothing in life
prepares you for the moment when a peer
stands next to you and says the words "stage
fright" while trying to pee ... Well, maybe
this article will. But regardless, maintain
spacing in men's restrooms.
I have heard a lot of people call these
"first world problems," often accompanied by
a hash tag and a large glass of judgment. To
these people, yes, starving kids in Africa do
not deal with urinal etiquette or skateboards,
but that does not make it any less annoying
to me. So in response to the genius (akin to
back-talking God), yes, we need to realize
that we are not the center of our universes,
but this is my addendum. (There is a reason
why he is an icon and I am a jobless punk).
is a senior majoring in English. Email
comments to letters@thetigernews.com.
NICK ROTH
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I am writing to object to the article that appeared
in The Tiger on Nov. 4, entitled "I Messed Up." The chapters themselves, this is a process that many if not
article describes the arrest of the Associate Director most in the Greek Community feel (and not incorrectly
of Fraternity and Sorority Life Eli Ker, and I think so) that Mr. Ker has been involved in. The circumstancirresponsibly, and more importantly, not objectively es of this should be obvious to anyone nearly familiar.
presented Mr. Ker's arrest as a point of professional For The Tiger to not only disregard this fact completely
development rather than problematic of someone in his but to actively contradict it I found both irresponsible
position. My objection is not that Ker chose to drink in and unprofessional. What presented itself as an opportuexcess; as a citizen of this country that choice is his so nity for The Tiger to engage in serious journalism seems
long as he accepts the consequences of his actions. Nor to have fallen into nothing more than an inconsequential
is it my issue that he did so as a member of the Clemson puff-piece. My intention is not to sound like an advocate
faculty. My issue is that in his position as Director of of anything like retribution, rather to garner at least an
Greek Life, Ker takes it as his responsibility to punish or acknowledgment of such clear hypocrisy.
otherwise reprimand those who make the same choices
Best regards,
as he did the night of his arrest.
Chris
Trusk
More than a few members of Clemson Greek life,
both in their capacities as members and leaders of
Letters should be no longer than 400 words. Feedback from our website may also
their respective organizations have been reprimanded, be considered for publication. Submissions must include the author's name, number
censured or excused from their positions because of or email address, hometown, class and major. All submissions will be checked for
authenticity and may be edited for clarity and grammar. Space cbnsiderations may
similar if not lesser infractions. Whether done through result in submissions being held for later publication. The Tiger reserves the right to
Undergraduate Student Government, faculty or the print or edit all submissions.
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Being Vegetarian
DEVLEENA KOLE

Columnist
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Being a vegetarian is hard. If you have
gone two weeks without eating meat
and driven by a Burger King, you know
the feeling. How do people do it then? There are
two types of vegetarians: those who have never
known the taste of meat for regional or religious
reasons and the vegetarian converts. The first
group is similar to the carnivores because they
have stuck to the same diet for years, and it
has never failed them. The second group is the
one I commend. These people have eaten and
appreciated meat before, perhaps throughout
their childhood and a majority of their lives. Yet,
they voluntarily give it up, and their secret is
one that I am still trying to discover.
The practice of eating meat has become an
inhumane industry. Animals that are killed for
food are neglected and raised in filthy, jampacked cages. They are drugged and genetically
altered to grow fatter or produce more milk than
naturally possible. The animals that survive
to be slaughtered are often tortured — some
have their throats slit while conscious and some
are plunged directly into scalding hot water
before being skinned. These practices, parallel
to animal cruelty and abuse, are the dirty tricks

that the meat industry keeps hidden in the
shadows.
Besides the ethical reasons to stop eating
meat, vegetarianism offers eco-friendly and
health benefits. Producing meat takes more
resources than growing crops and contributes to
pollution. According to the American Dietetic
Association, vegetarians are less likely to
develop cardiovascular disease, cancer and
diabetes. Meat is the primary source of food
poisoning in the United States — a study by
scientists at the Johns Hopkins University
shows that 96 percent of Tyson chicken found
in supermarkets contains campylobacter, the
leading cause of food poisoning. If we all know
this, why is it so difficult to follow our own
advice?
Perhaps I am too accustomed to my
lifestyle. I am familiar with and fond of chicken.
Expanding my palate is fine — I have tried
new things such as alligator and squid — but
converting to vegetarianism would mean
minimizing it and the various options I have
grown accustomed to.
While trying to be vegetarian, I resorted to
the cliched dishes of pasta, bread and salads —
hardly a balanced diet. As I scoured the Internet
for "quick healthy vegetarian recipes," I realized
that maybe it is not the broccoli's fault but the
cook's. Were I still in India or if I ate authentic
Indian food every day, I would be the perfect
vegetarian. Paneer, a homemade soft cheese,

can create 400 or more appetizers and entrees.
Rice can be made into every meal course
imaginable. When I eat at home, I know I get
my daily servings of vegetables because every
dish has a healthy mix of greens and oranges. A
majority of India's demographic is vegetarian,
and the people would not have it another way.
In India, the food culture makes it easy and even
preferred to set meat aside.
This does not mean that the American way
is wrong. Nationality has nothing to do with
being healthy, and Americans can enjoy being
vegetarian. However, this country consists
primarily of meat lovers and the structure of
the food business targets them appropriately.
On a fast food run, I get the entire menu while
my veggie friends have a much narrowed down
platter.
Another reason that we cannot quit meat is •
instant gratification. Our choices now affect us
in the long term, but we cannot always see the
results instantly. Eating fries and watching one
more episode of "Glee" feel great immediately.
Eating carrots and running a mile every day are
the superior choices but with results that cannot
be appreciated until later. We all know the
benefits of being vegetarian, but not everyone
has the motivation it takes to resist a turkey on
Thanksgiving.
Giving up meat is morally right, environmentally sustainable and healthy. These are the
reasons people convert, but logic fails the rest

of us. It takes drive to stick to hard choices.
The general consensus among my vegetarian
friends seems to be that their choice became
easy when the issue became more than just
about eating animals. Being ethical takes
precedence. To them, being vegetarian has
become second nature and they no longer miss
eating meat. When asked if it is all worth it, they
are unanimous — they are eating healthier for
themselves while making a small difference.
Small steps yield great results. I might never
be a true vegetarian, but I will keep trying. I
have given up every meat except chicken, for
me the hardest of all to give up. We are what
we eat, and I think that more than being a
vegetarian or a meat lover, it is more about the
choices we make. After all, giving up meat is
not productive if you are eating a pint of ice
cream every day. So, maybe being vegetarian is
less difficult than being healthy. Most everyone
has a workout schedule going, which is great,
but it is significantly healthier to watch what our
body intakes rather than what it burns. If we eat
healthy and balanced diets, the need for twohour workout sessions decreases.
It is time we start taking responsibility for
ourselves and, failing that, the planet we are a
part of. Food sustains us but so does this planet.
DEVLEENA KOLE is a sophomore majoring in
bioengineering. Email comments to letters®
thetigernews.com.
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Everyone in the Fraternity and Sorority Life Office would like to
extend a thank you to the officers of each fraternity and sorority as
well as the executive hoards ol the College Panhellenie Council,
Inter fraternity Council, National Pan-Hellenic Council, Greek
Programming Board, and Order of Omega for their hard work this
Near.
We are grateful for your time and effort during these last twelve
months. All of you have helped contribute to a very successful year and
we look forward to another with the incoming officers,
FRATERNITY AND SORORITY LIFE
DIVISION OF STUDENT AFFAIRS-

CLEM SON
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Clemson takes on Virginia Tech for ACC crown
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Man in the Glass: What we can learn from Perm State. Page C5

WE'RE ON THE WEB!

Saturday 12/03
Virginia Tech @ 8 p.m.
Charlotte, N.C.

Saturday 12/04
South Carolina @ 3
Clemson, S.C.

,

Sunday 12/17
Winthrop @ 4:30 p.m.
Clemson, S.C.
Tuesday 12/19
Alabama State @ 7 p.m.
Clemson, S.C.

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
Thursday 12/01
Illinois @ 7 p.m.
Clemson, S.C.
Sunday 12/04
Charleston Southern @ 7 p.m.

'

COCK SLAPPED

South Carolina dominates Clemson as Tigers lose for the
third time in four games.
JAY INGLES
SPORTS EDITOR

MEN'S BASKETBALL

Fantasy Football: Last-minute pickups to help your team in the playoffs. Page C7

For the first time since 1970,
Clemson has lost three straight
games to South Carolina.
Connor Shaw threw for 210
yards, ran for 107 and had a hand
in four South Carolina touchdowns as the Gamecocks (10-2)
dominated the Tigers (9-3) in the
annual rivalry game in Columbia,
S.C.
While Clemson couldn't stop
Shaw and the South Carolina offense, the Gamecock defense shut
down Tajh Boyd and the Clemson
offense, which amassed a dismal
153 yards on the night.
South Carolina seemed poised
to run away with the game after
taking a 10-0 lead just six minutes into the game, but the Tigers
answered with a Dwayne Allen
touchdown to cut the lead to 3.
After Drew Traylor blocked a
South Carolina punt, Clemson
had a chance to take the lead with
the ball on the South Carolina
26-yard line. The Tigers had to
settle for a field goal, however,

and tied the game on Chandler
Catanzaro's 32-yard attempt.
After Clemson kicker Spencer Benton's kickoff went out of
bounds, the Gamecocks drove 60
yards and took a 17-10 lead on a
15-yard touchdown run by Shaw.
They never looked back.
After Clemson went threeand-out to open the second half,
South Carolina struck again.
Shaw completed a pass to wide
receiver Rory Anderson for a 55yard gain and found Anderson in
the end zone three plays later to
push the Gamecock lead to 14.
Andre Ellington returned the
ensuing kickoff into South Carolina territory, but the Tigers
couldn't capitalize on the good
field position and were forced to
punt again.
The teams traded possessions
until Catanzaro's fourth-quarter
field goal cut the Clemson deficit
to 11.
Shaw went back to work,
though, and orchestrated a seven-minute drive that culminated

use

Haider
columnist

South Carolina running back Kenny
Miles rushed for 71 yards against
Clemson last Saturday,

Clemson, S.C.
Friday 12/09
Oakland @ 6:30 p.m.
Oakland, M.I.

TIGERS DOWN FURMAN, IOWA
Clemson bounced back from two straight
losses to beat the Paladins and Hawkeyes.
AUSTIN FINLEY
STAFF WRITER

■

FOOTBALL
11/26 • South Carolina
jamecocks

: MEN'S BASKETBALL
11 '25 • Furman
Tigers 39-49 Paladins
1 1/29 • Iowa
Tigers 71-53 Hawkeyes
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
11/28 • Furman
Tigers 68-67 Paladins

'

VOLLEYBALL
11/19 • Miami
Tigers ^-2 Hurricanes
11/23 • Georgia Teth
Tigers 3-0 |acfcets

It

The Clemson basketball team bounced
back from a couple early-season losses to
the College of Charleston and Coastal
Carolina with a pair of wins this past week
The Tigers defeated Furman in Littlejohn
Coliseum, 59-49, and then went on the
road and dominated Iowa, 71-55, in the
Big Ten/ACC Challenge. The win at Iowa
gave the Tigers their ninth win in 13 Challenge games, and improved the their record to 4-2.
The Tigers went into the Furman game
with a 2-2 record that included two home
losses. The Tigers' struggles continued in
the opening minutes against Furman, as
the Paladins scored the game's first nine
points. Furman maintained a small lead
for the vast majority of the first half but
was never able to pull away from the Tigers.
One of the reasons the Tigers were able
to keep the game close in the first half was
the stellar play of Milton Jennings. The junior from Summerville, S.C has struggled
at times this season, but he was a force in
the paint for the Tigers all night, recording
career highs in points (22) and rebounds
(14). After Devin Booker picked up a pair
of early fouls, the Tigers were forced to rely
on Jennings for any and all production in

the paint. Jennings took advantage of his
expanded role in the offense, scoring 14
points in the opening half and keeping the
Tigers in the game.
"Milton had a great game," senior guard
Andre Young said. "He did a little of everything. He scored the ball. He secured the
ball. He rebounded well. He is definitely
one of our main contributors on this team.
We knew what he was capable of doing, it
was just a matter of him having the confidence to go out and do it, and today he
did."
Furman at one time held a 23-16 lead,
but a late Tigers surge just before halftime

Packers
chasing
perfection

tied the score at 24 points apiece going into
the break. Jennings scored the first basket
of the second half, and Young nailed a
3-pointer minutes later that sparked a
9-0 Tiger run and gave Clemson a lead it
would not relinquish. Young finished the
game as Clemson's second leading scorer
with 15 points, shooting 4 of 8 from the
field, including 3 of 6 from beyond the arc.
Clemson travelled to Iowa City to take
on the Iowa Hawkeyes in its second road
game of the year. The Tigers had a historic
shooting night, knocking down 11 of 21
see TIGERS page C5

Milton Jennings (24) had a career-high 22 points against Furman

Since the AFL and NFL
merged in 1970, only one team
has gone the entire regular season and postseason without
suffering a loss. That team, the
1972 Miami Dolphins, finished
the season with 17*wins, no losses and a victory in Super Bowl
VII. Since the Dolphins finished
the 1972 season undefeated, no
team has been able to match
their success.
Most recently, the 2007 New
England Patriots appeared to be
on their way to a perfect season
before ultimately losing Super
Bowl XLII to the New York Giants. The 2011 season has presented us with another team, the
Green Bay Packers, looking to
make NFL history by finishing
the season with a perfect record.
Currently at 11-0, the Packers
have been the class of the league
so far this season. Their offense
has been picking opposing defenses apart with an almost unstoppable passing attack. The
Packer defense, although susceptible to big plays, has been able
to force opposing offenses into
momentum killing turnovers.
As Green Bay has continued
to win this season, the discussion of an undefeated season has
increased. As a result, the discussions of which teams have the
ability to beat the Packers and
exactly how to do it have also
started. Of Green Bay's remaining opponents,- only one team,
the Kansas City Chiefs, has a
losing record. The Packers' other remaining games are against
the Giants, Raiders, Bears and
Lions. The Packers have already
defeated the Lions and the Bears
this season, but facing an opponent a second time is never
an easy task. The Giants appear
to be in disarray and don't look
like the same team that started
the season 6-2. The Raiders are
currently leading the AFC West
division and have a record of 4-1
on the road this season.
If the Packers were to win
their next two games, they
would have all but clinched
their division and would be in
the driver's seat for the No. 1
seed in the NFC playoffs, giving them home field advantage
throughout the playoffs. With
most of the team's regular season
goals accomplished, the Packers'
coaching staff would be faced
with the slippery slope of deciding whether or not to limit certain players' participation in the
see PERFECTION page C5
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The Atlantic Coast Conference Championship Game will take place this Saturday, in Charlotte, N.C.
The game moves from the state of Florida for the first time, and at a perfect time, as the Atlantic Division
champion Clemson Tigers (9-3, 6-2 ACC) will meet the Coastal Division champion Virginia Tech Hokies
(11-1, 7-1 ACC) in a rematch of their Oct. 1 game, a 23-3 Clemson win in Blacksburg, Va.
Virginia Tech, ranked No. 5 in the BCS, has not lost since, and will use the memory of that cold October
night as motivation going into Saturday. Meanwhile No. 20 Clemson is desperate to reverse its recent
fortunes, as the Tigers have lost three of their last four games by at least 14 points.
Both teams are led on offense by quarterbacks from the state of Virginia. Ironically, it is the Tigers
who pulled their quarterback from the Tidewater Region, a known stomping ground for talented
signal-callers such as Ronald Curry, Marcus and Michael Vick, Tyrod Taylor, Bryan Randall, E.J. Manuel and Aaron Brooks. Most of those quarterbacks played their ball in Blacksburg, but Tajh Boyd
spurned offers from all over the country to come to Clemson and be a part of Dabo Swinney's first
recruiting class in 2008.
The redshirt sophomore from Hampton, Va., has mirrored the rest of his team's play all year,
starting out like a house on fire before cooling off in November. As Boyd goes, so goes the offense, but the statistical cliff dive might be due more to the play of the offensive line than the
quarterback. During the Tigers' current two-game losing streak, they have allowed 11 sacks,
and Boyd has been visibly unsettled when he drops back to pass.
The Tigers have only scored eight touchdowns in the past four games, with half of those
coming in a nail-biting win over Wake Forest that clinched the Atlantic Division. The woeful
pass protection has not given Boyd enough time to create the big plays that were a staple of
the Clemson offense back in October.
If the Hokies cannot create enough pressure to knock Boyd off his rhythm, the Tiger skill
players may reemerge from their November slumber. Sammy Watkins, the ACC Rookie of
the Year, has not been the same since suffering a shoulder injury against Wake Forest. If he
is healthy, he will be able to stretch the field vertically to either get behind the Hokie secondary
or open up space for talented possession receivers like DeAndre Hopkins and Jaron Brown. A
threat of a passing game lightens the box for Andre Ellington, who is 64 yards away from the
quietest 1,000 yard season ever, and Mike Bellamy, who sealed the deal in Blacksburg and
has the speed to change the game for the Tigers.
If Chad Morris had to pick a defense for his offense to face in order to turn the fortunes
of their season, he probably would not pick this one. Under legendary coordinator Bud
Foster, the Hokie defense has allowed only 15.5 points per game, good for the seventh
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best in the nation. Opposing offenses have been sacked 37 times and have only converted 32 percent of
their third-down conversions. Sophomore defensive end James Gayle leads the team with seven sacks.
For the Hokies on offense, they live and die with the power running game behind the ACC Player of
the Year, running back David Wilson, and a Cam Newton impersonator at quarterback in Logan Thomas.
Neither really got going for the Hokies on that October night, but both have been red hot ever since.
Wilson has already eclipsed the 1,500-yard mark and is third in the nation in rushing yards. Backup Josh Oglesby is no slouch himself, picking up more than 300 yards and six touchdowns in limited action. Thomas has accounted for 23 touchdowns in the Hokies seven-game winning streak,
14 through the air and nine on the ground. When Thomas goes to the air, he is usually looking for
/
Jarrett Boykin or Danny Coale, both of whom have caught 50 passes this season.
J
Most of the blame for the late season slide has fallen on the Clemson defense. Whether that
™
is fair or not, the defense has definitely not played its best ball down the stretch. Kevin Steele's
unit has not forced a turnover since the "what the f#$%?" interception thrown by Tevin Washington that briefly gave the Tigers life in the fourth quarter against Georgia Tech. For those of you
J
keeping track, that is nearly 17 quarters without forcing a turnover. Meanwhile, they have allowed
£
32.5 points per game over the four-game stretch, albeit with a couple short fields to defend due
1
to turnovers and poor special teams.
In the second half of their first meeting, Andre Branch began to lease property in the Hokie
backfield. The senior from Richmond, Va., sacked Thomas four times, all in the second half, to put
the brakes on any hopes of a Hokie comeback. With this being his last shot at a conference title,
expect Branch, a finalist for the Hendricks Award for the best defensive end in the nation, to be even
more motivated than he was that night to make an impact on the game.
If you base this game on team momentum, it looks like a no-brainer for the Hokies to romp the Tigers and go to the Orange Bowl. However, there is some history working against Virginia Tech. In 2005,
Florida State entered the championship game on a tailspin. losing 3 straight games against N.C. State.
Ciemson, and Florida. Virginia Tech was 11-1, with their only blemish a November loss to Miami. Against
the odds, the Seminoles won 27-22 and advanced to the Orange Bow' to play Penn State.
Tnere is a reason you play the games. It will not be easy at ail for the Tigers to turn the tide and upset
the Hokies for the second time this season. Their offense has become stagnant, but the speed is still
there. You have to wonder what an early touchdown would do for Boyd's confidence. Early in the South
Carolina game. Sammy Watkins got behind the Gamecock defense, only to drop a sure touchdown
pass. A play like that, without the deflating drop, could be enough to spark the offense, and by extension, the team, back to life.
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with a 37-yard field goal by Jay
Wooten.
With little time to make a comeback, South Carolina's Devonte
Holloman ended any fleeting
hopes the Tigers may have had
when he intercepted Tajh Boyd's
pass on third down and returned
it to the Clemson 19-yard line.
Shaw then found star receiver
Alshon Jeffery, who had been held
in check to that point, in the back
of the end zone for a touchdown
that sent the home crowd into
hysterics.
The 34-13 win was South Carolina's third in a row over the Tigers, all of which were by at least
17 points.
Boyd had by far his worst game
of the season, completing just 11
of his 29 passing attempts for 83
yards. He was sacked five times,
and Clemson's passing game never
developed any rhythm with its
quarterback constantly on the
run.
Star receiver Sammy Watkins
was held to just four catches and
39 yards and dropped a surefire
touchdown in the first quarter.
Ellington and Mike Bellamy
combined to average 5.3 yards
per carry, but they only had 16
rushing attempts between them,
as Clemson insisted on trying to
pass the ball despite its inability to
keep the South Carolina defensive
line out of the backfield.
Meanwhile, Shaw looked like
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the more poised quarterback and
operated with startling efficiency,
completing 14 of 20 passes for
210 yards and three touchdowns.
His legs were Clemson's biggest problem, however, as he ran
for more than 100 yards, much
of it coming on scrambles when
Clemson failed to keep him contained within the pocket.
Shaw's 14 completions went
to eight different receivers, and
Bruce Ellington led the team with
three catches for 71 yards and a
touchdown.
"We're just not playing winning
football. It's as simple as that,"
Clemson coach Dabo Swinney
said. Swinney is now 1-3 against
South Carolina as the Tigers' head
coach.
"Defensively, the quarterback
beat us and that is the most disappointing thing to me," Swinney
said. "We knew exactly what they
were going to do, and we couldn't
stop it."
Clemson started the season 8-0
and climbed as high as fifth in the
BCS Standings.
Since then, the Tigers' oncehigh-flying offense has become
stagnant, Tajh Boyd's confidence
has disappeared and the Clemson
defense can't stop anybody. Now,
Clemson is in a downward spiral,
having lost three of its last four
games by double digits.
The Tigers will face Virginia
Tech in the ACC Championship
Game in Charlotte, N.C., on Saturday. Clemson beat Virginia Tech
23-3 on Oct. 1 in Blacksburg, Va.
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PERFECTION frontpage Cl
remaining regular season games
in favor of letting the players
get healthy for a playoff run.
This practice has been a topic of
much debate for teams who have
entered the final weeks of the
regular season without a loss.
The Indianapolis Colts decided to sit some of their starters for
a late-season game against the
New York Jets a few years ago.
The Colts, who were undefeated
at the time, wound up losing the
game, and the win for the Jets
propelled them into the playoffs.
The Packers were, on the other
side of this situation last season.
The Packers took on the Chicago Bears in the last game of
the season. The Bears were the
second seed in the playoffs and
could not improve their position, and the Packers needed a
win to get into the playoffs as
the sixth seed. The Bears chose
not to rest any of their players
and the Packers won the game,
earning them a playoff spot. The
Packers coincidentally defeated
the Bears in the NFC Championship game, denying the Bears
a spot in the Super Bowl. The
decision to rest players once a
team clinches playoff position
is always a tougn decision for a
coach, but when the possibility
of finishing the regular season
undefeated is being dangled in
front of them, it is tough for the
coaches as well as the players not
to go for the win.
Regardless of record in the
regular season, the playoffs are
a chance for participating teams
to start over. Which team is better on that given day can be the
difference between which team
advances and which team's season is over. How else can you
explain the Seahawks, who won
their division with a losing record, defeating the defending
champion Saints in the wild card
round last season or the Jaguars,
in only their second year of existence, beating the top-seeded
Broncos in 1996?
Most teams travel different
roads to get into the playoffs.
The Packers, for instance, are
in the complete opposite posi-

TIGERS from page Cl
shots from beyond the arc.
Young had one of the best shooting nights of his career, making 5 of 6
3-point attempts and leading the Tigers
with 19 points. Freshman T.J. Sapp
also had a great shooting performance,
knocking down three 3-pointers on six
attempts and scoring 13 points. It wasn't
just those two that had a good nights
shooting, though. Even Booker and
Bryan Narcisse — who hadn't made a
single three all year — scored from beyond the arc.
"It was a great team win tonight,"
Clemson coach Brad Brownell said. "We
had a lot of guys play well for us tonight.
I thought our two seniors Andre and
Tanner (Smith) were outstanding, and
they showed that they weren't going
to be intimidated with a road environment."
The Tigers once again got off to a
slow start. Iowa led 6-2 early before
Clemson exploded offensively. Jennings'
struggles in the paint encouraged a large
amount of 3-point attempts, as Clemson
knocked down 7 of 14 shots from beyond the arc in the first half. The Tigers

tion this season compared to last
season in regards to earning a
C layoff spot. When this season
egan, the Packers were expected to be a top seed in their conference. But in 2010, the Packers
were unsure whether or not they
would even make the playoffs.
Their quarterback was banged
up, and several key players had
suffered season-ending injuries.
The Packers beat the Giants and
the Bears in the final two games
of the regular season to sneak
into the playoffs as the sixth seed
in the NFC. Then, almost unexpectedly, the Packers went on
one of the greatest playoff runs
of all time, winning three road
playoff games en route to a Super
Bowl victory.
The Packers thrived last year
in the underdog role, using the
us-against-the-world mentality
as sort of a rallying cry during
the playoffs. Before the playoffs started, Green Bay head
coach Mike McCarthy broke
the next four games down in to
16 quarters of football and after
every victory would remind his
team: 12 more quarters, eight
more quarters, then four more
quarters between them and a
championship. This season, the
Packers are the clear cut favorite
to represent the NFC in Super
Bowl XLVI. Will the expectation from the media, fans and
even within the organization affect the Packers in the playoffs?
The Packers are more than
half way to a perfect season but
the rest of the journey is by no
means easier than the beginning. As the calendar turns to
December and eventually to
January, the pressure will only
intensify if they remain without
a loss. The increased competition in the playoffs could be the
Packers' downfall.
Even though they might be
at home for all their playoff
games, the harsh conditions that
winters in Green Bay can bring
about may slow down the Packers' pass-heavy offense. As good
as the Packers may appear, the
undefeated season is not an easy
task for any team to accomplish.
If it were, then why has only one
team in NFL history ever accomplished the feat?

held a 34-20 lead at the break and held
a comfortable lead for the entirety of the
second half, leading by as much as 26 before settling for a 16-poim win.
Jennings struggled, but Booker had
arguably his best game of the season,
finishing with nine points and 12 rebounds. Smith also had a good night
rebounding, pulling down a team-high
14 to help the Tigers out-rebound the
Hawkeyes 42-27.
The Tigers played phenomenal defense for most of the night, holding the
Hawkeyes to just 28.6 percent shooting from the field. Freshman Rod Hall
played particularly well, helping to hold
Iowa's leading scorer Matt Gatens to just
eight points, well below his season average of 16.8.
Clemson was able to play all 12 men
on the roster against Iowa, and several
players saw large increases in play time in
the late stages of the second half. Senior
forward Catalin "Bobo" Baciu played
particularly well, converting four shots
on five attempts and grabbing four rebounds.
The Tigers return to Dttlejohn Sunday for a game against archrival South
Carolina. The game tips off at 3:30 p.m.
and will be televised by ESPNU.
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IN THE GLASS"
Looking at the Penn State scandal
from a different angle
TIM WENDEL
STAFF WRJTER

When you get what you want in your struggle for seif
And the world makes you king for a day
Just go to the mirror and look at yourself
And see what that man has to say.
For it isn't your father, or mother, or wife
Whose judgment upon you must pass
The fellow whose verdict counts most in your life
Is the one staring back from the glass.
He's the fellow to please — never mind all the rest
For he's with you, clear to the end
And you've passed your most difficult, dangerous test
If the man in the glass is your friend.
You may be like Jack Horner and "chisel" a plum,
And think you're a wonderful guy
But the man in the glass says you're only a bum
If you can't look him straight in the eye.
You may fool the whole worid down the pathway of years
And get pats on the back as you pass
But your final reward will be heartache and tears
If you've cheated the man in the glass.
- Dale Wimbrow, 1943
First off, my thoughts and prayers go out to the
number of victims affected by sexual abuse, not only
those betrayed by former Penn State defensive coordinator Jerry Sandusky, but to all. When looking back
on one's childhood, memories of aimless bike rides,
jubilant Christmas mornings and pulling all nighters
that don't involve Cooper Library should be had —
not recalling events to a judge that transpired on a
given day in the company of a sick adult. This article
is not about Sandusky or whether Joe Paterno should
have been fired. It is a reminder to do the right thing
— the first time, every time.
When first hearing about the Penn State scandal,

rather than post jokes on Facebook involving the newfound definition of a "Nittany Lion," I was less with
words, but mote with simple thought. In this situation, if men were men, you would not be reading this.
However, those men that will have trouble finding a
friend in the man in the glass chose to act in vulgar
ways or not to act at all. You might be wondering
why this article is appearing in the spotts section. It's
because sports are a microcosm of life in every way,
shape and form. If you've ever played a sport before,
you will have no trouble understanding this. If not,
then I'll draw from my own experiences to better illustrate.
Keeping with the season, I'll choose football.
Waking up at 5 a.m. in the middle of the summer
for double sessions? Discipline. Having to be 15 minutes early to be considered on time and when on time
be considered late? Punctuality. Not stepping on the
school logo? Pride. Running sprints at the end of a
long ptactice? Perseverance. Getting chewed out by
the coach due to constantly fumbling the snap? Adversity. Quitting three games into my senior year? (See a
famous quote by Winston Churchill or Jim Valvano.)
Unfortunately, the last statement is true. I acted in
a swift, immature manner that has led to regret. But
instead of letting that foolish decision define my life,
I took a long, hard look at the man in the glass I had
cheated and decided to improve.
But this isn't about my high school football career,
Jerry Sandusky or Joe Pa. You can tune in anywhere
from ESPN to CNN for that. This is about sports being a microcosm of life and drawing a lesson from the
now magnified Penn State scandal.
So be the guy who holds the dooi. Be the guy who
helps a girl pick up her fallen books. Be the guy who
calls the police for a drunken friend rather than fear
the consequences. Be the guy, not that guy.
Because after facing your most difficult and dangerous tests, and having traveled down your pathway of
years, will you see a friend in the glass or a cheated
fellow with heartache and tears?
As for the Penn State scandal? Do the right thing —
the fitst time, every time.
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Clemson volleyball
team exceeds
expectations
EMSLEY LEWIS
STAFF WRITER

Locally, there was a lot of hype about
the Clemson volleyball team this summer, and the Tigers worked hard to
prove it was deserved. The team closed
the regular season on Wednesday in
Adanta. They beat Georgia Tech 3-0,
finishing the season with a 20-11 overall
mark andal2-18 record in ACC play.
In August, the team was predicted
to finish seventh in the ACC preseason
poll, but the Tigers finished fifth in the
conference, two spots above their predicted order of finish.
Three Tiger juniors, Sandra Adeleye,
Alexa Rand and Serenat Yaz were named
to the 2011 AU-ACC volleyball team,
which is made up of 18 players in the
league and voted on by the leagues 12
head coaches.
Adeleye led the team and ranked seventh in the ACC with 3.35 kills per set
and 3.90 points per set. She notched a
career high of 27 kills against No. 22

?

Miami last week, and her .350 hitting
percentage is sixth in the ACC. She has
been All-ACC three years in a row.
Randis ranked second in the ACC
and tenth nationally at 1.46 blocks per
set. She has averaged 2.04 kills per set
and hit .337 for the season, eighth-best
in the ACC. She has also accounted for
2.92 points per set this season.
Yaz, who had a breakout sophomore
season last year, led Clemson with 3.50
kills per set in ACC play. Yaz was named
the ACC Co-Player of the Week on
Monday for her play against No. 21
Florida State and No. 22 Miami, where
she averaged 4.78 kills per set and 2.78
digs per set.
In August, the team beat Tennessee State and South Carolina State to
win the 2011 Big Orange Bash for the
second year in a row. The Tigers also
claimed the College of Charleston Invitational tide in September, as well as the
Clemson Classic Tide.
The team will begin ACC play again
next fall.
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Lady Tigers knock off Furman
ROBBIE TINSLEY
STAFF WRITER

Coach Coleman's team got back to its winning ways in Greenville, S.C., on Monday
night, coming from behind to beat Furman
after trailing by 11 with less than 12 minutes
to play. The team improved to 3-2 after dropping back to .500 with a loss against North
Carolina A&T in Greensboro, N.C., a week
before.
Freshman Nikki Dixon continued her
blazing start to her collegiate career, hitting
double digits for the fifth straight game with
11 points.
The Lady Tigers went to the locker room
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at halftime down 35-29, thanks in large part
to a poor shooting effort, as the Paladins held
them to just 9 of 34 from the field. It didn't
help matters that the home team shot just
under 50 percent from 3-point range (7-15).
The lead was 11 when the Lady Tigers
made their run to get back in the game. A
17-3 run over a six-minute span was capped
off by senior forward Shaniqua Pauldo's basket and the foul to give the Tigers a 59-56
lead. Dixon's fast break layup with less than
three minutes to play gave the Tigers the lead
for good at 61-60.
All the Lady Tigers' good work was nearly
done in by that old Clemson basketball voodoo: free throws. The team shot just 18 of 34
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(52.9 percent) from the line, and up 1 with six
seconds to go, Dixon missed two free throws
to give the Paladins a shot for the win. Thankfully, the defense forced a shot from behind
the midcourt stripe and Kaidyn Murphy's attempt was deflected to seal the Clemson win.
Pauldo recorded her second career doubledouble with 14 points and 11 rebounds off
the bench. Quinyotta Pettaway joined her
in double-double land with career-highs in
both points (16) and rebounds (10). Chancie
Dunn played well at guard alongside Dixon,
tallying nine points, seven assists, and six rebounds. The Tigers returned to action on
Thursday night against Illinois in Litdejohn
Coliseum in the BigTen/ACC Challenge.

Find us on Facebook
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FANTASY FOOTBALL WEEK
game stretch. Look for Bush to have a
strong showing against an Oakland defense that has been giving up some big
days to opposing running backs.
Pierre Garcon, WR, Colts (at Patriots)
- The Colts have struggled a bit without
their leader Peyton Manning, but Pierre
Garcon is one of the team's few bright
spots left on offense. Garcon could have
an outstanding day against the Patriots'
secondary.
Brandon Lloyd, WR, Rams (at 49ers)
- Lloyd has been fairly consistent in his
past three games, with a touchdown each
game. He is beginning to look like the
Brandon Lloyd we saw last year. Lloyd is
going up against a tough defense whose
only soft spot is in the secondary. Lloyd
will reach the end zone this game.
Brent Celek, TE, Eagles (at Seahawks)
— Celek's production has dramatically increased since the bye week and he is one
of the Eagles' most consistent targets in
the passing game. Give Celek a look this
week as he goes up against one of the
league's worst defenses against tight ends.

ROB SNYDER III
STAFF WRITER

We're back to a regular week in the
NFL after some exciting matchups
on Turkey Day. The losses of Fred
Jackson and Matt Schaub last week
were major blows to many fantasy
owners, including myself.

PLAYERS TO START

I

Matt Hasselbeck, QB, Titans (at Bills) Hasselbeck has been slow in recent weeks
but looks to return to form against the
Bills' soft pass defense, which has given
up 21 touchdowns this year to opposing
quarterbacks. The Bills have been giving
up big plays all year, so look for Hasselbeck to have a pretty decent day.
Frank Gore, RB, 49ers (vs. Rams) Gore has looked dull in his past few
showings but he will explode for a big
day against the horrendous Rams' run
defense. Gore has been fighting an injury
and the long week will help him have a
good day against a division rival.
Reggie Bush, RB, Dolphins (vs. Raiders) — Bush has looked terrific in recent
weeks, amassing five touchdowns and a
total of 48 fantasy points over a three-
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PLAYERS TO SIT
Matt Ryan, QB, Falcons (at Texans)
— Ryan faces a tough defense this week
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Dustin Keller, TE, Jets (at Redskins) Keller has been inconsistent all year, having both big games and no-show games.
He will have a no-show game against the
aggressive Redskins' back seven in Washington, D.C., this weekend.

PLAYERS TO PICK UP
Alex Smith, QB, 49ers (vs. Rams) Smith has been at his best this year in
wins, turnovers, and consistency. Smith is
only owned in 37 percent of leagues while
being one of the most consistent pointscorers. Pick up Smith as San Francisco
continues to win big.
Laurent Robinson, RB, Cowboys (at
Cardinals) - Robinson has scored in
his last five games and has scored seven
touchdowns in that five-game stretch.
Robinson will continue to score against
an Arizona defense that is among the
league's worst against opposing wide receivers.
Maurice Morris, RB, Lions (at Saints)
— Since Jahvid Best went down, the Lions
have been trying out a few different backs
and Morris has seemed to emerge from the
pack. With Kevin Smith sidelined with a
high ankle sprain Morris will receive the
majority of the snaps at tail back.

Follow The Tiger Sports on
Twitter.com
TheTigerSports
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against the Texans, and with Julio Jones
recovering from an injury it should be a
tough day for Ryan. Sit Ryan this week,
primarily because of how tough the opposing defense is rushing the passer.
Steven Jackson, RB, Rams (at 49ers) Jackson's lack of productivity lately will
continue against the 49ers, who haven't
allowed any running back to score or rush
for more than 100 yards a game this year.
Jackson won't have much room to run in
the Bay Area this Sunday.
Darren Sproles, RB, Saints (vs. Lions)
— Sproles has leveled out this year after
a productive start because Drew Brees is
now able to throw downfield and doesn't
have to rely on his safety valve as often.
Sit Sproles this week against Detroit.
Vincent Jackson, WR, Chargers (at Jaguars) - Jackson will be going up against a
Jaguars defense that has shut down some
of its recent opponents. The Chargers
haven't been playing their best ball with
Phillip Rivers' inconsistency this year, and
this decreases Jackson's fantasy value.
Dwayne Bowe, WR, Chiefs (at Bears) The Chiefs' quarterback deficiencies this
year have led to low numbers for Bowe
and the Kansas City offense. Bowe hasn't
been the same fantasy player since the loss
of Matt Cassel.
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NEW LOCATION IN CLEMSON
on Hwy. 93 next to Gold's Gym!!
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Muscle or joint pain slowing your performance? Running not quite up to par?
We specialize in running and sports performance enhancement, as well as
treatment of orthopaedic injuries:
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Muscle Strains & Joint Sprains
Back & Neck Pain
Running Analysis
Running Related Ankle, Knee,
Hip Pain/Instability

• Custom Foot Orthotics to Address Foot &
Arch Impairments
• Hand Therapy & Custom Splinting
• Aquatic Therapy

Heather Cumbie, PT, ATC
Director of Physical Therapy
Hwy. 93 Location
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Christmas Wouldn't Be
1/ATIE QUEEN

Whenever Christmas comes around, I create a sort of "bucket list" in my head of the foods that I need
to enjoy during the season. You know which foods I'm talking about. The ones that if not enjoyed during
December, you're simply not getting the full holiday cheer experience that should happen at the end of
the year. Every person has that list of foods they can't wait to get their hands on, and here are some of the
ones that have most commonly come up in the week after Thanksgiving.

On the Prowl:
Gift Suggestions
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Clemson for Christmas
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Starbucks Coffee in the Holiday Cups
It's hardly ironic that my Facebook and Twitter
pages blew up a few weeks ago with pictures of Starbucks' red Christmas cups sporting the "Let's Merry"
slogan. Why did this happen? For one thing, the cups
are pretty awesome. Where else do paper cups have a
cult following two months out of the year? Second,
people were confused by the phrase, "Let's Merry" and
many people posed a question to their friends and
followers. I am also super confused at why Starbucks
left out the verb "be" as if it wasn't necessary, but that's
Starbucks for you. Third, any drink from Starbucks just
tastes better in the red cup. I like to think there's some
extra Christmas magic in there somewhere. Starbucks in
a plain, ordinary white-and-green cup? Good. Starbucks
in a red Christmas cup with a confusing slogan? Great!
So yes, Starbucks, yes I will "merry" this Christmas
season ... whatever that means.

Candy Canes
Ever since I was litde, peppermints and candy canes
have been one of my all time favorite things about
Christmas. It's also one of the main decoration or food
themes you see around this time of year, so it's time for
a little history lesson (I promise this will be educational
fun). According to Spangler Candy (maker of DumDums and Circus Peanuts), candy canes originated
from sugar sticks handed out to kids in church around
1670 in order to keep them occupied during services.
By the mid-1800s, a German-Swedish immigrant in
Ohio decorated a spruce tree with ornaments made of
paper and candy canes. Around the turn of the century,
the candy cane was made into a sort of reminder for
kids of the Christian faith, and thus the red stripes were
added, representing the blood shed by Jesus Christ,
whom Christians believe was born on Christmas. Who
knew a delicious litde piece of candy was created for
something educational? Now you know.

Eggnog
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Pasatiempos:
(Mostly) Christmas
Crossword
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This is one Christmas food I would be okay
with not addressing because I think eggnog is nasty (yes, I have tried it, so don't ask me). But I had a
request from a friend to write about it, and it is indeed a huge part of Christmas food for some of my
family members and for millions of other people
in the world. Just so we're all on the same page,
the traditional form of eggnog involves milk, egg
product, sugar and spices, which are typically nutmeg and vanilla. Some of the more adventurous
people like to add some extra "Christmas spirits,"
if you will, such as whisky, brandy, rum and sometimes even moonshine. When I was researching
eggnog online, I was shocked to see that there are
"alternative" eggnogs involving soymilk and vegan-friendly options, which make sense. However,
while I am not a personal supporter of this holiday
beverage, I am a food purist, and if you're going
to have eggnog at Christmas, go all out and play
like a champ. Take Lactaid or whatever you need,
and you drink that full-fat, fully seasoned, dairyderived eggnog like it was meant to be enjoyed.
Again, this is not the time to watch your waistline.
That's why there are New Year's resolutions.

Best of WNC Blast
The Orange Peel

WHAT'S
going

8 p.m.
$12

Ruth Moody
The Handlebar

?p.m.
$15

Christmas Cookies
What could be more Christmas than Christmas
cookies? From sugar cookies to gingerbread and everything in between, Christmas is the prime time to
capitalize on these sweet treats. From foodtimeline. ■
org, these cookies originate from medieval times, .•'
originally being mixed with various spices, nuts .•'
and dried fruits for special occasions. Sometimes, /
like in the case of gingerbread, cookies came .■'
from the need to preserve foods. The original gingerbread contained honey and spices,
which acted as antimicrobials to create a longer shelf life for that food while making it •
taste better. Luckily, times have changed, so •'
we can make cookies just to be tasty and '
pretty on the table during holiday parties .'
and meals. Christmas is not the time to :
be watching your waistline. Christmas ;'
comes once a year, and I want those
delicious butter-laden cookies topped
with tons and tons of icing that I .•'
long for all year. Bonus points if the •
icing makes the cookies look extra
(Just like in kindergarden!)
pretty or crafty.

Color it in!

Big Gigantic
Georgia Theatre

8 p.m.
$17

Jars of Clay
The Orange Peel

9 p.m.
$28

Little Kings Record
Showcase
The Grey Eagle
7 p.m.
$12
.
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WHAT NOT TO WEAR
TO A CHRISTMAS PARTY
UGGAR

■

Christmas parties. They can be a lot of fun or they can be a nightmare. Small talk, having to hold your plate: and, try to eat at the same time, and never really being sure what you
are supposed to be wearing unless you are actually throwing the party can all add up to a
miserable time. While I unfortunately cannot solve the awkward eating while standing
problem, I can help you with what not to wear to a Christmas party. So go on you, get
dressed and then-check this list to see if you are going to be that tackily dressed party
guest or the^persomhat everyone comments on how awesome you looked after you
leave. Here go.es, you'know you are wearing something that is trying too hard to be
"Christmassy",and*went straight to awful when you:

THE MOUTH OF THE WHOOPIE

CLfXYHATiON

... have something on your clothes that lights up.
... have anything on you that people can push.

DRADY DROWN

... realize people can hear you every time you make a movement.
Generally speaking, most of us have that movie which has become a staple
of the holiday season over the years. It's just not "the most wonderful time
of the year" without it. For me personally, I have always held the Christmas
themed claymation films close to heart (along with "The Muppet Christmas
Carol"). So here's a list of some of my favorite claymation classics — they only
come around once a year and most definitely never disappoint.

.... are wearing green and red together.
... get asked by a friend if their kid can borrow the sweater they
are wearing for a "unique" Christmas sweater competition.
... see people pointing in your general direction when you
walk in the door.
... notice people shade their eyes when they look at you
to keep from being blinded.

Honorable Mention:

It's Always Sunny in Philadelphia Christmas Special

.. are embarrassed to talk to your preacher.

I had to. The TV show is of course hilarious, and the Christmas special
is no exception. When the episode wraps up with a vulgar homage to the
claymation classics of time past ... well, that's just good television.

... are wearing mistletoe.

Third Place

If all else fails, a little black dress always does the trick.
Just add on a sparkly piece of jewelry and some red lipstick
and you will look perfect. On a side note, I can also give
you some tips for avoiding or escaping small talk. I have
a gift. I will give you one hint ... as soon as you start
getting bored in a conversation, say you have to go
get another drink. Or do what I do and avoid direct
eye contact with people you don't want to talk to.
There! Now you are all set for the party season.

Jack Frost
I'll admit, as a child I found this one to have
its frightening moments. Then again, movies which
utilize groundhogs as narrators in general tend to
work for me.

Second! Place

Rudolph the Red-Nosed Reindeer

m

This one has it all: the songs, the memorable
characters and so much more. If you aren't moved
by The Island of Misfit Toys, then you may or may
not lack a soul. Not to mention Hermey the elf, who
longs for a life away from making toys: "Someday,
I'd like to be a ... a dentist." Come on, that's touching stuff.
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First Place

The Year without a Santa Claus

m
Expanded Coloring Section
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As far as Christmas movies go, this is as good
as it gets. The tunes are all classics, and the story's
impeccable. This film also contains perhaps the
greatest rivalry in the history of cinema: Heat Miser
vs. Snow Miser. And when the litde girl busts out
"Blue Christmas" to bring Santa back into the holiday game, you're Scrooge in the flesh if you're not a
little inspired.

... on page D6
The Nutcrpcker
■ s Center
3 p.m.
$15/oduRs
$8/chiidren

The Shaniqua Brown
The Hand:'

8 p.m.
$5

Digitilism

I Wale

■ icie Peel

8 p.m.
S18

9 p.m.
$17

Carolina Chocolate
Drops
Variety Playhouse
8 p.m.
$19

Lee Brice
Georgia Theatre

8 p.m.
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Last-Minute Gift Ideas
c
SAVANNAH MM0ZING0

BY: ANITA JOHNSON

I

Ho ho ho all you jolly ole Tigers. Some of you
may be in new relationships; older, more
serious relationships; or may just have a
crush on that hottie in your anatomy lab. The question on your mind is (or should be,): "What do I
get that special someone for Christmas this year?"
Well, Anita shall enlighten you.
Now if you are in a new relationship and this
is your first Christmas together, the gift is key.
You should get creative and think out
side the box but not necessarily put up
the big bucks. Just think about your
boyfriend or girlfriend's interests
likes or hobbies. Then figure out
something they don't have and
could use or have mentioned
needing. Combine the two
and you'll have a present that
will make your relationship
solid. Even if it's something
small, it'll be personal and
thoughtful.
If you've'.been in a relationship for a year or perhaps
four, you most likely will have
to spend more money than before^
A

L It'll be worth it because when you've been to(►• I gether for that long at our age, this could
potentially be your future husband or wife.
Therefore, money shouldn't be a concern.
This year, get him that fancy Xbox controller
he's been wanting or get her a gold, diamond
or pearl jewelry item. It's about time to get
corny yet classic.
Finally, for those of you who are flying
solo but have your single eye on that sassy
brunette in your Comm 250 class or that
hot ginger you work with, this can be
tricky. My golden rule for buying a gift
for someone who hasn't yet committed
to you is to go generic. Buy
something that you would
give to your friend or
roommate. Make it girly
or manly, but not too personal because that could
get weird and awkward.
And if all else fails, a shoebox,
scissors and red ribbon can create a wonderful Christmas surprise. Just ask Justin Timberlake.
Lastly, I have a question for you: Will you be naughty
or nice this Christmas? Happy holiday fun!

We are in college, therefore we
are broke and have little to no time to
waste on things that don't pertain to
exam cram. However, this is the season of giving, so if you want to avoid
being a Scrooge in the nick of time,
here are some last minute budgetfriendly gift ideas.
1.) College students judge each
other based on their major, their alcohol tolerance and their taste in music.
The good ole CD with some of your
best music — you know, the songs
you whip out to impress your most
hipster friends — is a safe bet. Jazz up
the disc with some artsy doodles, put
in the effort to put it in a case and
wrap nicely. Presto! Done.
2.) Living in a dorm only emphasizes how much crap you have.
Too many knick-knacks, too many
books, too many clothes. There's
a pile of shirts that you don't even
wear anymore. Take them and 10 extra minutes and a pair of scissors to
create scarfs for your gal pals. There
are plenty of DIY links on Google to
help you on your way.
3.) They're cliche, but do you
honestly remember what your friends
bought you for Christmas last year?
Baked goods are instant satisfaction.

Theme-appropriate recipes like peppermint bark or truffles (maybe a
Yule log for the adventurous chefs)
keep the holiday spirit going in the
kitchen as you multitask with a book
in one arm and an eggbeater in the
other. Whichever sweet treat you
decide on, be sure to put the effort
into presenting them well. There's a
precise scientific correlation between
pretty packaging and the quality of
the dessert, I swear.
4.) Charitable donations are philanthropic; who doesn't like feeling
useful? If worst comes to worst, you
can contribute one donation and tell
multiple people that it was in their
name.
5.) Everyone wants to be an
original these days; we're obsessed
with being different, I tell you. Well,
Goodwill is your store, with its oneof-a-kind merchandise. Sweaters so
tacky they're cute will be overflowing
the racks. Snap 'em up and tie them
in a bow.
6.) Print media is not dying! If it
is, then it's because people like you
wouldn't get on board with this easy
and quick gift fix. If the planned recipient has a favorite magazine subscription they receive, then you have
a golden opportunity. Buying them a
continuation will be cheap for you —
everyone is guaranteed a win.
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Part of the reason commercial Christmas exists
is to use spectacularly gaudy decorations to distract
you from the fact that your extremities are so numbingly cold they might hreak off. But there's holiday
cheer iff the air, so you must grin and bear it. Never
fear though, for Clemson's Betty Crocker is here to
rescue you. To warm yourself up after a day tramping around campus pretending your sweater is cute
and functional, it's best to feed the furnace with a hot
treat. We've used common ingredients so that you
can save your money for all those Christmas gifts you
know you'll wait until the last minute to buy.
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Photo of the Week

Dec. 20,2010

Emily Pietras

i^ckinq ^Doorknobs: Holiday Burnout
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Ho ho ho! Jingle jangle, jingle
jangle! Shh, can you hear that?
Listen closely. What's that beautiful noise? It's the sound of massive corporations slurping up your money as you are
cast into a whirlwind of bloodthirsty holiday
shoppers and disgrunded store employees.
It's the beautiful noise of the Christmas shopping season.
It seems that Christmas celebrations begin earlier and earlier each year. Last year it
was direcdy after Thanksgiving, this year it
was a week before, and fifty years from now
the Christmas season will begin in May, although I'll be senile by then so I won't give
a damn. Each year the decorations emerge
earlier and with more gusto, coercing shoppers into spending more money before the
true holiday rush. Christmas is becoming
something not religious in nature, but distinctly commercial, and it is reaching into every crevice of our lives in an attempt to cash
in on our giftgiving. My caveat to this early
store decorating practice is simple: Before

Thanksgiving, it's not bloody Christmas. I'm
not even British, and it's not bloody Christmas.
My main concern in starting Christmas
celebration too early is the great chance of
what I enjoy calling a 'Holiday Burnout.'
Once you are into the holiday spirit, you
enter something of a high. There are a few
blissful, candy cane cocaine-laced weeks of
frolicking, caroling and roasting children, I
mean, chestnuts, on an open fire. You successfully watch the movie "Elf thirty times
in one week It feels as though you have
become Saata Claus, the jolly fellow himself, but that's most likely because you are
the naughty person who opens their Advent
calendar early to stuff themselves with waxy
little chocolates. Shame on you.
Suddenly, mid-celebration, something
goes horribly wrong. It may be a few days before Christmas when you hear Justin Bieber's
"Misdetoe" for the fiftieth time. It may be in
the throes of finals, suddenly realizing that
existing on a diet of candy canes, Christmas
spirit and cranberry-flavored ginger ale may
not have been such a good idea. It may occur

on Christmas Day itself, when instead of the
Miracle Juicer you so desired, your mother
gifted you a neon yellow and pink fanny
pack with fat blue unicorns on it.
You are thrown into a wave of depression
and hatred for the holidays. Every song is
a drone of mind-numbing bells and snowflakes. It is easy to see how one crashes from
so much holiday spirit, suddenly realizing
that the only thing they have to look forward
to besides presents is their senile step-grandmother who holds a conversation with her
stuffed bear named O.J. Simpson. It is a terrible way to end.the holidays and something
that I try to avoid at all costs.
However, as it is past Thanksgiving, I am
now allowing myself to begin the celebration
of denying pregnant women rooms at hotels.
Even I, a perennial Scrooge, was suddenly
shot with a surge of intense holiday spirit
when I returned from Thanksgiving Break
to see the Cooper Christmas tree, especially
because a drunk frat boy was passed out underneath its branches. So, during this holiday
season I wish everyone well. Merry Christhanukwanza, and atheists, enjoy free presents!

■

DIRECTIONS:

Q)i®r
RMSTRONG

Don't the holidays bring
out the best in everyone? Remember the
time your cousin gave your grandma
an inappropriate picture for a Christmas present ... oh wait. In light of
the Christmas season, I wanted to
give you some wintery beverages to
help blur those holiday disasters.
Over Thanksgiving break, I
got my hands on a seasonal beer
to beat all others. When I saw that
New Belgium, the makers of Fat
Tire and 1554, had a Winter Lager
I wondered how good it might be.
Jts maroon tint and slight bitterness
was a pleasant surprise. Not only did
it look like Christmas; it tasted like
it as well. Grab this New Belgium
Winger Lager and enjoy your family's uniqueness this break.

Another beer I was lucky enough
to try over turkey break was a pumpkin ale. Now I know that pumpkin
isn't necessarily a Christmas flavor,
but this beer was amazing! Southern
Tier's Pumking Imperial Pumpkin
Ale had a lovely aftertaste of pumpkin following an amazing spiciness
that will make any bad time good. So
revisit Halloween and Thanksgiving
before Dec. 25 and give this pumpkin ale a try.
As I've said in the past, I have
only been a snob for about a year
and therefore I still have thousands
of beers to try. So here are two
Christmas beers I haven't had the
pleasure to try personally but plan on
sampling this winter break. Anchor
Brewing Company based in, San
Francisco produces a Christmas Ale
that is only available from early November to mid-January. What makes

this ale different from other winter
beers is that it changes year to year
depending on the ancient tree on its
label This year the tree it will try to
encompass is the brisdecone pine.
Sierra Nevada, also located in
California, produces a Celebration
Ale just for the cold, snowy nights
of the year. According to the brewery
website, it is dry-hopped in order to
create a strong aroma to remind its
drinkers of Christmas morning. It
should have a slight caramel taste,
but go out and find out for yourself
this December.
Go out to the special dives in
your home town this Christmas
break and explore some of the wintery options that are only available
to help you forget those embarrassing family memories. I know I will.
Happy holidays!

■j Peel the bananas. Cut them lengthwise and
crosswise into medium pieces.
1 In a large, deep skillet over medium heat,
melt butter.
o Stir in sugar, rum, vanilla and cinnamon.
When mixture begins to bubble, place bananas in pan.
It Cook until bananas are hot, 1 to 2 minutes.

*Serve at once over vanilla ice cream! The resulting syrup makes lor a tasty drizzle.

You really shouldn't have any leftovers, but if
you went ape over the bananas and bought too
many, the key is to only cook a few at time. Once
heated and syrupy, the fruit won't keep well enough
for second helpings. Bananas are a great source of
potassium — your body will thank you for eating a
piece of fruit for breakfast instead of that PopTart
Extra ice cream can be kept in the freezer until the
next chick flick night or heartbreak. In college,
there's a great likelihood of at least one of these occurring soon enough.
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With residence and dining halls
closed, no classes for weeks and
the generally accepted practice
of spending the holidays with family — by 10
a.m. on Saturday, Dec. 17, Clemson, S. C,
will be a veritable ghost town. Although I'm
certain that by this time you will either be sick
of school, graduatingor in the throes of family festivities and reunions with high school
friends, if you have ever found yourself curious
as to the experience that is Christmas in Clemson, read on.
For those of us who remain in Clemson for
the latter part of December and early January,
our college town is quite different. With everyone at their respective homes, Clemson is left
to the locals. The population decline is nice but
also puts a damper on your choices of whom
you wish to spend your time with. Let's remember, you basically have three choices: your
family, your friends from high school (many of
whom probably attend Clemson), ot ... yourself. The options are limited, but nevertheless
exciting, and I would guess that this very same
social assortment of holiday comrades is on the
ballot for most students — here and away.
According to the 2010 Census, Clemson
was home to 13,905 people; Clemson Uni-

versity's student enrollment of both undergrad and graduate students is approximately
19,000. To put this in perspective, the lower
deck of the north stands of Death Valley holds
roughly 22,000 people, while the upper deck
of the north stands holds about 14,000 people.
Clemson during the holidays is like the North
Stands without the lower deck — very empty!
In fact, at any given time past say, 7 p.m., College Avenue is about as busy as Chick-fil-A on
a Sunday.
While you are still around, if you are looking for a litde pre-exam week cheer, Clemson
will host its annual Christmas Parade and tree
lighting on Dec. 6. During the holidays, Clemson, like most towns I suspect, enjoys a little
cheerful decoration. I'm sure you've noticed
the lamppost wreaths lining the streets, the
colorful Christmas tree amidst the fountains of
Catherine J. Smith Park and the white lights
encompassing downtown's trees. The University also adds to the holiday spirit with decorations adorning the Presidents house, lights in
the bushes of the Carillon Garden and the traditional ornamentation of candles in the windows of both Sikes and Tillman Halls. Some
of the larger local neighborhoods like Country
Walk provide a fun drive-by viewing of domes-

DE
Monday
January 16, 2012

Tuesday
January 17,2012

Day of Service
8 a.m.-l p.m.

Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.
Commemorative Service

Hendrtx Student Center

Keynote Speaker: Hairy t. Johnson Sr.
CEO and president of !r.€ Martin
Luther King Jr. Memorial Foundation
6 p.m.
Tillman Hail Auditorium

10 a.m.^6 p.m.
Im Student Center
Meeting Rooms A and B
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tic displays of Christmas lights. Slightly outside this area are several other Christmas light
displays — in Greenville there is Roper Mountain and in Easley thete is a drive through light
display.
As far as holiday festivities, Clemson is a
relatively quiet town. If you are looking for serious holiday destinations, many people head
to various nearby locales. These days, trips include the likes of the Biltmore Estate and the
Grove Park Inn's free gingerbread house display
in Asheville and shopping or attending various
performances in Greenville or Adanta. Meanwhile in Clemson, most people spend time
with their families and friends picking out a
tree at local tree farms, attending holiday parties, sipping on holiday drinks at Starbucks
and, on Christmas Eve, many people go to
nighttime church services.
Truthfully, our town is not all that exciting
during the holidays, but I guess what's important is not where you are for the holidays, but
rather whom you are with. Whether you spend
your holiday in New York City or a small town
like Clemson, all it takes is one friend, sister,
brother, cousin or crazy aunt to make you remember how good it feels to simply be home
for the holidays!

HE
January 16-19, 2012
clemson.edu/mlk

Wednesday
January 18,2012

Thursday
January 19,2012

Diversity Dialogue:
Voices of the Tiger

Tunnel of Oppression

Ula Holmes Ballroom Clerrtson House

8 a.m.-5 p.m.
David Peebles Room and Hendnt
Student Center Ballroom
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Across
1. Holiday pie
6. Santa's load
10. With "the," syndrome causing missed
putts
14. Key or corner
15. "Holiday In Harlem" singer
16. Young land?
17. Paper money
18. It may be found in
25 down
19. Blue-collar name?
20. Creche figures
23. Longest division of
geological time (var.)
24. No ice

■

25. Dot's follower,
often
28. Homeless ones
30. Panorama
34. West Point, i.e.
(abbr.)
36. Big_(Cal.)
37. Lots
38. Holiday decoration
41. Holdups
42. Rangers' orgV
43. Dam's opposite
44. Wipe out
45. Time before life
47. Indian bread
48. Organic compound
50. Anthem opener
52. Holiday song, "Oh,

j singer from Chicago
5. Sibling's son
10
11
12
13
6. Element found in
photocells
1«
7. Succulent plant
19
8. Performers with a lot
of makeup
22
9. "Dawson Creek" actor, Holmes
10. Holiday seasons
M
31
32
33
11. Detail
12. Coat
13. Tibia locale
21. Good natured teasing sessions
43
22. Enjoy
48
47
25. Place for 18 across
26. Earthy color
51
27. West Side Story gal
29. _ Kafka
56
57
58
31. Killed
32. Aquarium fish
33. Very pale
64
35. Objector
37. Wise-looking (like
Harry Potter, perhaps)
39.
Office worker
little..."
40.
Quick drinks
59. Go over a manu45.
White
elephant, for
script
instance
60. Big name in deter46. Chunnel town
gent
49. Many times
61. Mountain ridge
51. Buena (ever62. Penny
green
plant)
63. Tech. grad.
52.
Distant
prefix
64. Girders
53.
See
4
down
65. One who ogles
54. Kir ingredient
66. Negatives
55. Slight advantage
67. Fills
56. Miami hoopsters
57. French 101 verb
Down
58. GI's chow
1. Attention getter
2. Engrave
3. Heart
4. With 53 down,

'0R0SC0PES
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Oct. 24-Nov. 21

k
^

Sept. 23 - Oct. 23

Don't skip your least favorite class this week. You'll
run into your professor downtown and despite
what you think at 2 a.m., "I totes raged hard the
night before. It was rad," is not a good excuse.

You should chill out this week, because next week
is going to pounce on you like Americans on a
$200 42" HDTV on Black Friday.

Sagittarius

Taurus

Nov. 22 -Dec. 21

April 2/ % May 20

Your week will be filled with Double Stuf Oreos,
both figuratively and literally.

When you have the opportunity to have fun this
week, go for it. Next week will be pretty tough.

Capricorn

Gemini

Dec. 22-Jan. 19

May2/ -June 21

When your friend calls you at 3 a.m. and asks-if -... ^ YpV ftnow.that Ham you're not so prepared for?
you want to go get pizza, dp it.
r Start studying'now. ■ •
•

*

*
•

■

■:

[
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Libra

Scorpio

W

Aquarius

Cancer

Jan. 20-Feb. J9

JufrQ 22 -July 22

You're going to encounter a lot of Gamecock fans
this week. Play it cool.

►

Remember how-after so many negative.weeks,
your last Tiger horoscope was good? Vvfell, this
week is "going toj& terrible": (Yoifshould be used
to it.)

i

*
•

>

Pisces

Leo

Feb. 20 - March 20

July 23-Aug. 23

Don't be afraid to speak your mind: your
contribution to the Cooper Library question
board will be the funniest of the week.

Don't be afraid to procrastinate at work this week.
It's not like you'll have a lighter load, but rather, it's
so heavy that you might as well.

Aries

Virgo

March 21 -April 20

Aug. 24-Sept. 22

You'll get a call from a random number one day
this week. Its going to be some creepy guy on
the other line, but don't worry — you won't die
in seven days.

Don't go to the game: we'll lose if you do. It's going
to be more fun drunkenly watching it at home
anyway.

• •••••

• • • •

• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••

For answers to this week's crossword, visit www.thetigernews.com.

COLORING SECTION | Because we know you're THAT bored! Enjoy!
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Pocket more presidents
when you sell back your books.

TEXT 'CU2» TO 22022
TO GET AN EXTRA $10 WHEN
YOU SELL $50 IN BOOKS'

-Ottat valid <m buyfeacto of »50 o« mora. f»o«« t2/3i/80n Not v«IM with any othar »•***

CLEMSON STUDENT

— NeSbo
TO! Sloan Street

BEST PRICE GUARANTEE

We'll beat any local or online quote by 10
.

*e«clmla» <mdantto-5tu.i»f»t Jiuli

clemsonbooks.net

